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Is one of

man's best friends. Tbe farmer and
the gardener conld not spare him. Dr.
J. Newton Friend fella about him In
Science Progress. From Dr. Friend's

observations it appears that worms
Don't Turn Out Too Early.
aerate tbe eoll in a variety of ways.
H. P. JONES,
In burrowing through the soil the
Many farmers are anxious to get their
cows on pasture as early as passible, and worms render It more porous and perDentist,
in so doing often times do not give the meable to gases, not merely by virtue
MAINS
NORWAY.
gras» a chance to get a sufficient start to of tbe air spaces formed, but by reaenable it to produce the largest amount son of tbe fact that the soil is thus
Offii-e Hour·—9 to 12—1 to 4.
of feed during the season. A botanical
continually kept In gentle motion.
study of the grass plants shows us that
r. SMITH.
the
if the plants are to make any great Again, the soil passing through
amount of growth they must have an bodies of worms Is excreted in a finer
Attorney at Law,
abundant green leaf surface. This is be- condition, being ground by attrition
MA INK.
NORWAY.
taken up by the
Collections a Specialty came some of the foods
through the intestines. Darwin estiHome Block.
plants must be carried to certain green mated thut no fewer than fifteen tons
where
leaves
bodies that lie in the plant
A PARK.
of soil auuually jmss through tbe bodthese foods are manufactured into matefor every acre.
in
utilize
that
the
rials
growing. ies of worms
plants
Attorneys at Law,
worms breathe in oxygen
Further,
we see that if the plants are closely
Thus
MAIN!.
BETHEL,
grazed before there is sufficient green leaf and exhale carbon dioxide, and the latElle rï C. Park.
A.lUlaoa I.Htnick.
surface to allow the manufacture of the ter gas, as is well known, readily disneeded material the vitality of the plants solves in water, forming η η acid soluwill be greatly lowered and their growth
tion which will render alkaline earths
will be very slow. Consequently the
and metallic oxides—Iron—soluble.
pasture will not be able to carry its fullWorms materially aid in producing
est amount of stock.
Me.
14 Main St.,
soil wben
In many instances if the cattle were soluble salts of Iron In tbe
kept off these pastures for ten days to other agencies—e. g.. dilute mineral
two weeks longer than ordinarily, the •elds—fftli. The Irou Is eventually givplants would bave a chance to make the en back to the soil in a more soluble
needed growth and get strong. Kxactly condition and
presumably in one which
how much of a start the grass needs is
be directly absorbed by plant
can
difficult to state; but it should probably
be allowed to attain a height of two to roots.
Lead three inches. There are no figures that
All Kinds of
will show definitely how much stock a
and Iron.
pasture that bas a good start will carry.
The majority of careful grazers consider Methode of Stag· Drivers In the Moun·
Telephone 1:14-11.
that the carrying capacity can be intain· of Mexioo.
creased from 50 to 100 per cent by this
The drivers who pilot the stagecoachmethod.
J. WALDO
Again, on soils where there is consider- es through the .mountains in Mexico
able clay, if the stock are turned ont have a way of their own of coaxing
while the ground is still wet and their mules along the rough roads.
"punchy," it becomes so compacted by The method is described by Wallace
constant tramping that the roots of the
Masonic
rear
Block,
Temple Street,
in his book. "The Man Who
plants cannot penetrate among the soil Gillpatrick
Mexico:"
Likes
the
and
necessary
plant
NORWAY. particles
get
Telephone Oonneotion.
"It you have never ridden on a Mexfood with the result that the grasses die
out. In 1910 the writer visited a pasture ican coach you have still a new senthat had been absolutely ruined because sation In store.
The Chapala coach
the stock were turned on while the
has a cushion on top, and if you are
ground was still too wet. The constant fortunate in sharing this seat you may
trampling of cattle while the soil
a gusto, seeing the country
Jeweler and Graduate
(which was heavy clay) was too wet, re- ride aiuy
sulted in its becoming so badly compact- nnd th? manner of manipulating an
ed that no vegetation could grow on it, eight mu!e team at the same time.
it being like the tioor of a brickyard.
"There are two about the size of rab
Rather than turn out too early, it is
bits in the lead, a siring of four in the.
much better economy to keep the cattle
middle and two larger oues ou the
a little
on silage, or other rough
wheel. Tbe driver has a whip with h
imis
this
Where
season.
the
in
longer
lash lonir enough to reach the leaders
to grow
is
often
it
possible
practicable,
His assistant has another shorter one.
a rye pasture that will be ready for grazing about ten days earlier than the regu- but his chief persuaders are rocks.
MAINE.
lar pasture. As soon as the regular pas"The assistant earns 00 cents a day
ture is ready the rye can be allowed to
and fret» insurance against dyspepsia.
or
be
can
a
harvested,
crop
grow up and
He alights at tbe foot of every hill and
it can be turned under and followed by
fills his sombrero with rocks on the
are
farmers
some other crop.
Many
FOR
shies several bowlpredjudiced against rye, as they claim it way up. He then
ders big enough to dislocate a hip at
taints the milk. It is tru* that if the
cattle are turned on green rye suddenly the leaders, and when the whole team
the milk will be affected. This occurs is lu a gallop he swings himself ou to
whenever any greeo feed is suddenly the box in some miraculous way.
I
changed. If the cattle are turned on rye think he stauds on tbe bub. Ile could
1» quickly absorbed.
little
is
usually
6»ei Relief at Once.
pasture gradually there
if be wore shoes."
trouble from this source.—J. S. Cotton, never do it
It cleanses, soothes,
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.
*u<l protects
tue diseased membrane resulting front Catarrh ami drives
Parasite of Brown-Tall Moth.
Restores
away a Cold lit the Head quickly.
About Feb. 28 appeared a notice from Tricks These Clumsy Creatures May
size
Full
Smell.
and
the Senses of Taste
the Maine Agricultural Experiment StaCe Taught to Perform.
50 eta. at Druggist* or by mail. Liquid
tion concerning a parasite that hibernates
Cream Bal:ii for «se in at<>miz«rs 75 cts.
Of nil living creatures, says a.writer
in the winter nests
condition
the
adult
in
Llv HrotL" rw. f>0 Warren Street. New York.
Since that in tbe Strand Magazine, the turtle Is
of the brown-tail moth.
account of M. aereus, several corre- undoubtedly the slowest In its movespondents (at Leeds Center and Stroud- ment αηΰ probably possesses tbe least
in
water) have recognized that parasite
Vet a well known American
brum.
winter nests which they collected and
naturalist has succeeded lu trnlning
or
Be a Chauffeur
verifor
the
station
into
have sent them
Automobile Engineer.
three of these creatures to do a numfication.
He places them,
ber of little tricks.
conhave
We nee<l men to
station
The
entomologistes
train, In three weeks, tinued a series of observations on winter one ::bove the other, on spools, and if
for
positions paying #$> to $&> weekly. Kasy
of the a piece of cabbage or other greeu stuff
work, short hours. Beet Spring positions now nests collected in various parts
Driving an·! (jarage work. Klve year* of suc- slate, and have more encouragement Is held out in frout of them they will
cès·.
Write now.
PORTLAND Al'TO CO..
still to offer in the fact that nests col- make a complete circuit, all moving in
Portland. Maine.
lected at Orouo the last of February be- unison, ke^iiin^ their balance and not
and
gan to yield March 9 a second
tumbling off
Ε. W.
smaller parasite, which has survived the
The b!g;rer turtle will also rlug α
This
numbers.
winter in considerable
This It «rasps In oue of Its forebell
■»'»"·» in""·!
nMunrinir onlv about 1-10
a
is
feet,
Jerks It off the ground and then
inch ia length,
apparently species
introduced from Europe about five year· yives it a bliake. It 1st quite amusing
I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
manner
ago and released iu Massachusetts shortly tu watch the slow, deliberate
SUe or Style at reasonable prices.
The turtles
afterwards. Unlike its larger relative, In whk-b ibis is dune.
which waits uotil spring before laying have
always lived In their owuer's
her eggs, the young of this second introhonse.
spending their time In the kltchof
duced species feed on the caterpillars
down the vermin.
eu
hunting
the
in
are
It lu want of any kind of Finish for IneKle οι the brown-tail moth while they
One of (he turtles draws a little cart
Outside work, «end In your order·, fine Lum
winter nest in the fall, and leave their
he apbvr and 3hlngles on band Cheap for Cash.
bodies shrunken and dried in appearance. about t lit* garJeu, a task which
While they do all their feeding in the parently does uot resent in the least
and Job Work. fall, they do not emerge as winged in- Of course he is uever kept harnessed
sects until two or three weeks alter the for
He is quite
any length of time.
Matched Pine Sheathing for Sale.
time for the caterpillars to become active
the
tame, follows the children about
in the spring.
E. W.
jmrden and will even eat from their
What proportion of the mortality of
Maine
Wi'.t Sumner,
the brown-tail caterpillars in their nests ·!·:»: i>rs
this winter is due to the weather condiWhin a Child Haa a Convulsion.
tions and what to this tiny parasite, it is
50 Men Wanted
When a child is suddenly seized with
not possible to state, but of this we may
have survived a couvuhdou proceed as follows: First.
at once to learn auto driving and repairing by be sure that the parasites
Beet positions the winter in eocouragiog numbers so far
practical garage experience.
Loosen ι he clothing, but take off only
Write
Duwupeu. We can double your salary.
their
presence
oorth as Orono and that
Second.at once for particulars.
the shoes and stocklugs.
HAM LiNFOSTKB
the
of
a
part
means the death of at least
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the child upon a bed <>r table,
Place
The
nest.
winter
caterpillars in the
his legs hauglng over the edge
method recommended prevousiy for the with
Third.—Put his
knees down
woodthe
from
infested
near
aereus
M.
A. O.
of
release
hot walands would also apply to this even tinier feet aud lower legs in α pail of
IS years expert Watch- friend, only as this later parasite is ter to which has been added oue table
in the
maker with
longer In emerging from the nest·
«panful of powdered mustard If you
to be preKennard it Co., Boston. spring the nests would need
have uo mustard use hot water alone.
served in natural outdoor conditions for Be very careful it is not hot enough to
about three weeks after the caterpillars
Fourth.—Put an Ice cap to the
burn.
themselves become active. A strip of
All Work
an ice cap, use plenty
head.
Luck.ug
tbeoutaideof
to
cotton batting fastening
Guaranteed.
lu a towel.
the barrel or other receptacle In which of cracked lee doue up
warm soap
the brown-tail winter nests have been Fifth.—Give uu enema of
A little out of the way placed can be smeared with tree tangle- suds. Repeat it If it is uot retained
foot so as to trap the brown-tall caterpil- Sixth.—Ac soon as the child is able to
but it pays to walk.
lars when they begin to crawl, but fne swallow
give a large dose of castor oil
UE11S, WATCHES, CLOCKS parasite becoming winged will fly off un- -Dr It. II. Denuett In Woman's Home
harmed.
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Up to the preseot time imported parWith Optometrist Parmenter, Norway, Me.
asites of the brown-tail moth, origl nally
been
Coaling th· Sun.
established in Massachusetts, have
Coaling the sun is au expression used
received from half a dozen counties in
the southwestern part of the atate. by physicists to Indicate the necessity
of the smaller spe- of renewing the stock of motive power,
to learn Auto driving and repairing. The recent discovery
cies in Orono gives this locality the rec- exactly analogous to coaling a vessel
Beat
mechanical
training.
Thorough
for the most northerly range thus far for an oceuu
Journey. Many maintain
Spring positions will open soon. We can ord
noted. Besides these two important indouble your salary, l'articula» free.
this Is done by the incessant showthat
their
have
already proveo
sects which
which rain in ujrju It
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parasitic
other beneficial predaceous
insect enemies of the gypsy and browntail moths have been started on their
career of usefulness In this country.
Among these are some whloh parasitise
others attack the
Paaaeuger service from the freshly laid eggs,
MAINE STEAMSHIP franklin Wharf, Port- caterpillars, and still others the pupae

[aster

land. April Uth, 16th, within their cocoons. Of the numerous
LINE
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Portland and New York
Freight service Tues- kinds of parasites
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and St. John.
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importance.—Chas. D. Woods, Diernor
Otngley aal
Mi.
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imported
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rector, Orono,

State.

International Lise Service. Steamers leave
Portiaail at about 5a. m. on Thursdays, returning
At Geneva, New York, the authorities
leave Bo*ton Mondays at 9 a. m, for Portland, classified all dairies as "poor," where
leaving there at 3 p. m. for East port, Lubec and
conditions were filthy ; "medium," which
St. John. Steamship Calvin Austin.
is
meant dirty, merely; "good," whloh
fare between Portland and Boston #1.00.
Geneve·· for fairly clean; and "excelStateroom1 $1 00.
where they were really clean and
Steamer
Monbegan lent,"
on
actually sanitary. Thto classification
AND leave· Portland
Thuadaya was made public, and milk was bought
Tuesdays,
and Friday· at 7 a. m.
sold at prices graded according to It.
for Bockland and inter- and
a third of
mediate landings.
At the beginning more than
more than half
were
ic
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lnclu
the
all
rales
Express Service for Freight,
in twenty
■ urine Insurance.
only "medium," and only one
seem to
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the end
At
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more than
General Agent Eastern Steam
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a year of this publicity,
of
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the sun's energy is continually kept up
and its tires are fed. Atom after atom

in the continuous collisions of matter
Is changed Into vapor and adds its
central
quota of energy to the great

storehouse—In fact, "coals the inn."—
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Is
which
steak,
flunk
the
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known
cle
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from a well fattened animal. There
uo

waste to It whatsoever. It is coarse

and. If
In fiber, bat very rich In flavor,
is
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In thin cattle the flank
made
usually removed, the flesh being
stews. A
into rolled roasts or sold for
one of
roiled roast of the hind flank is
the whole
In
cutr
economical
most
the
and
animal. It is good to eat. to cheap
bone.—National Provlno
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in Japan, according to a
left almost
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It
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"no
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When he
Nevertheless he rode on.
came near the cabin he heard the child
crying plteously. All was dark. He
entered and after a search found α canStrikiug a
dle and Koine matches.
light be went to the baby and began
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By MARGARET BROTHERTON

Edgar Crane from the time he could
Ae a
talk was cousldered peculiar.

little boy be evinced a distaste for little girls, and as a youth bis antipathy
for the opposite sex Increased rather
By the time he
than diminished.
of age he was a hardened womSuch men usually are dean hater.
voted to their own sex. .Not so Crane.

came

He had but little

more

use

for men

thun women.

An aunt vainly endeavored to get
what she called "this nonsense" out
of him and. falling, told him that he
would some day become a convert to
her views and surrender under circumstances no more sensible than was
When she died her
his

opposition.

still of the same opinion.
left him her fortune.
$100,000. with the stipulation that if
he married hulf the amount was to go
to a foundlings' home. Thus did she
after her
arrange to show her spleen

nephew
The

was

lady

old

death.

Crane had $10,000 of his own.
and, taking his fortune with him. he
went west to become a rancher. He
bought a lurge tract of land and built

Ed,-ar

house In the middle of It, thus keep
ing as far as possible from neighbors.
His house was comfortable, and his
domain was attractive, being made up
of plains and rolling land, partly
He stocked It with a few
wooded.
sheep, but spent more money for
books to put in his library than for
a

sheep to stock his ranch.
His lands were so exteuded that It
was some time before he had visited
every part of them. Indeed, he spent

most of his time at home reading
When he d'.d ride out It was for the
trespur|>ose of seeiug If there were
passers on his grounds. Several years
passed and he showed no signs of dissatisfaction with his mode of life.

Then one day when riding up on an
emluence he saw a little shanty built
of α few logs, some boards and considerable brush ou a spot that he
knew was withiu his bounds.
With blood in his eye be put spurs
to bis horse and rode to the cabin.

Reining up before the door, he called
Refor the trespasser to come ont.
ceiving no reply, he dismounted and
put his head within the door. He surveyed one room, all there was. A mud
chimney with an open fireplace stood

at one side. Instead of a
bunk was built In a corner.
a chest of drawers, a table
chairs, the bottoms of the

Imperfect.

Urrlif

m V

tl

h» looked upon the fare of η sleeping
The covering had evidently
babe.
been laid to protect It from flies and
other Insects. There was something in
this little lump of unconscious noureslstance that was diametrically different from Edjrnr Crane's corabatlveness.

of

The child slept on, unmindful
being at the 'mercy of the man on
whose property it hud illegally squat-

ted.
As Crane looked down upon the
innocent face his pugnacity began to
A fly Ut ou the soft round
ooze out.

cheek, causing a slight twitching on
the part of the sleeper. Crane brushed It away. Then, carefully replacing
the covering, he tiptoed from the bunk
lest he should awakep the baby. Leaving the cabin, be mounted his horse

and rode away.
He had no sooner left the Influence
of the Innocent little squatter than
the habit of his life regained Its mastery. He was pleased at remembering
having left his notice to quit—not that
be expectcd .the child on awakening to
pay any attention to It, but when the
parents, who were away duubtlees providing in some way the necessaries of
life, returned they would see it and
understand that they must move on.
The raucber gave the squatters three
days to get off his premise»—not that
bo much time was needed, but be
didn't wish to listen to excuses; then
he went to the spot again. He found
No one
the same statue as before.
whk at home but the baby, and this
inrantile squatter was asleep. He approached the bunk to find that, though
the bead was covered, a foot and five
Crane was
little toes were exposed.
about to draw the clothing down over
them when be paused for a look.

From a look he proceeded to a touch.
How waxy they were! He bent down
to examine them more closely, and the
first thing he knew be had touched hi·
lips to them.
The baby pulled It· little foot out of
Kight and that ended its connection
with Crane's visit Turning, he look-

to his message. Though
he searched everywhere, he found
With a charred stick he wrote:
none.
ed for α

reply

Will give you three days more.
Instead of giving three days he gave
six and doubtless would have given
more had not a herder he employed

ridden up to his bouse one evening and
said to him:
"Mr. Crane, did you know y' got a

foundiln' asylum on yer ranchΓ
"What do you mean?"
"Some one Las put up a mud and
board ahunty over by the creek and
left a baby in it 1 rode past there as
I come In and, hearin' a child squallIn'. looked lu. und there waa no one

there but the baby."
"I'll go and see about that" replied
Crane with severity, though In his
heart was a fear that the pink toed
had beeu deserted by lta pareuta.

baby
Somehow the couditious under which

hud left him her fortune
She bad
to mock him.
do
predicted that be would eventually
sometblug erratic In the way of marand in case he did be must turn

hla

auut

came

up

for a tire he soon had the food warmed and in tlie baby's bottle. Then, putting it between the pink lips, he had
the satisfaction of seeing his charge

pull lustily.

Ten o'clock came, but no human beEleven passed, and when an old
loud ticking Connecticut clock wheez-

ing.

ed 12 Crane came to the conclusion
that the-baby had been left to die.
Lying down beside It, be determined to
remain with it till morning, then take
It to his own house.
He awoke to see the snn shining in
at the open door. And he saw someelse-a woman about twenty

thing

down

years old. standing, looking
him and the baby, who was using his
breast for a pillow and had one leg
On the woman's
thrown over him.
face was an es pression of terror, which
on

she looked faded into oue of satisfaction, then broko into a smile. For a

as

few moments while Crane was awakwas too confused to speak.
When he did so he said:
"For heaven sake, why did you leave

ening he

this baby here all night alone?"
"Are you the owner of this laud?"

"Yes."
"Well,

we

hadn't anything to eat,

and I took one of your lambs. A herd
1
er saw me do it and took me in.
told him my baby was here alone, but
he wouldn't believe me. Just before
he fell asleep, and I got

daylight

away."

"Where's the child's father?"
"Dead."

"Were you his wife?"
"No."

Matrimony In
Crane understood.
a
that regiou was regarded rather as
luxury than an esseutlal.
The rancher went home and sent
back to the mother a good breakfast,
with fresh milk for the child. He had
not yet sufficiently recovered from his
prejudices to bring them to the ranch
Instead he built them a fine
house.

cabin near by.
Crane considered that he had saved
the child's life or might have saved it
and regarded the fatherless little thing
The
as under his especial protection.
well as the
mother needed protection
Crune took care to build her
child.
cabin Just far enough from his house to
her troubling him. She was a
as

prevent

woman

and, though

un-

a

wrote simply:
Leave at once.
OWNER OF PROPERTY.
He was turning to leave when on the
bunk he saw a heap thnt excited his
η

good humor did not last lung. Crane,
divining the cause, went to a cupboard
made of a box. where he found milk,
and since there was plenty of wood

comely young
educated. developed under better surroundings than those to which she had
were
There
a good deal of sense.
and several been accustomed
habit of going to
latter being Crane got Into the
talk with her, tben consult with her,
bedstead

Crane weut Inside with a view to
leaving a notice for the trespasser to
quit. A charred stick he found ou the
clay hearth served his purpose, and a
board which constituted a part of the
wall stood in lieu of wrltiug paper. He

l)An«i.i<(n«r

to pat and sing to it as ho had heard
mothers and nurses do. The baby ceased to cry. Taking the candle to the
bunk, be let the light fall on the baby.
The little thiug blinked its eyes, and
Crane hold the candle where it was not
Then the tiny face broke
to be seen.
into a smile.
But the child was hungry, and Its

and In time she became necessary to
his comfort His books meanwhile had
lost a good deal of their freshness for
him. Ho visited "his kid," as he called
the little trespasser, daily, and he

couldn't very well see the kid without
seeing Its mother.
Several years went by, and Crane beof bringing the trespassgan to
ing family to his home—marrying the
mother—so that he would have them
handy. But Ills auut'a will stood lu the
way. Ile was too honorable to attempt
round Ills aunt's provision or to
to

think

get

compromise

those

who

were

In

Ills

power.
Then he went east for awhile to try
had had few
a separation, but be
friends there, and they bad scattered.
He returned to his raucb and hie

squatter family.

It was hard for blm to make up bis
mind to take a widow who bad never
been married and bard to give up half
bis estate, but as time wore on be
couldu't see anything else for himself
to do.
He was drifting toward the inevHis
At last he succumbed.
itable.
wife proved a treasure to him, and. living In a land where there was no social
etation to keep up, the family did not

live nnder a cloud. The child, η bo.v.
grew to be a tlue young fellow, and
children were born to Crane as well.
"My nunt." Crane said* "had a re-

markable faculty for looking ahead."
Doubtless the old lady recognized the

fact that a man of extremes must pass
from one extreme to another. At any
rate, she got abend of the man whom
she could not influence and made him
pay well for his obstinacy.
Th·

Gloaming.

The "gloaming" is by origin akin to
gloom. The root idea Is to look covertly from beneath the brows not with
full open eyes, and so the gloaming is
that time of day when the sun, sinking
below the horizon, shines obscurely
under the advancing shades of night,
as eyes may gleam dimly from lowering brows.
Byron, the poet, wrote, "As gloaming, the Scottish word for twilight, has
been recommended by many literary
meu and particularly by Dr. Moore in
his letters to Burns, I have ventured to
use It on account of Its harmony."
The evening star is called the "gloaming" star in Scotland, and Lowell's
"The suow bad begun In the gloam"
ing" and Hogg's 'Twlxt the gloaming
and the mirk, when the kye come
harne," are familiar Instances of its
use.

Earthquakes.
Earthquakes generally do their work
with great rapidity, but there are ex-

While Caracas and Lisbon
were destroyed In a few minutes, the
beginning in
Calabrlau

ceptions.

earthquakes

Earthquakes
1783 lasted four years.
travel across the earth at velocities

varying between several hundred and
several thousand feet a second, the
greater the Intensity of the shock the
greater being the velocity. The sea
that
waves
frequently accompany
earthquakes also travel at tremendous
speeds. A submarine earthquake near
the coast of Japan in 1854 gave rise to
sea waves which traversed the whole-

breadth of the Pacific at the rate of
870 miles a· hour. At Slmoda, Japan,
the wares from thla earthquake were
thirty feet high. At San Diego, CtL,
they were only alz Inches high.

Spiteful.

Misa Joyce—Yes, Jack and I are to
become partners for life. Miss Means
riage.
—And you will be the senior partner.
over the legacy to a foundlings' home.
He bad just been informed that he How nice!
had a foundlings' home on hla ranch.
Beware of dissipating your power·.
There waa eomethiug uncanny about
Strive constantly to concentrât· th··».
the affair.

tow.ira tae open country and disappeared. Gentlemen, I was curloua
enough to remain there until tbeir return an hour later, when a pale moon
peeped from the drifting clouds.
"They were riding slowly now. and
the woman was pleading with the
other rider, a man. I could see her

ÎtbËwitcb OF
DAHLOREN

j

wringing her white hands, and her
voice, a low, sweet contralto, did not
sound like that of a deranged person,

_

ί;

A Witch In Fancy, but Not
In Fact

*

§

lier accents were cultivated, but the
man spoke roughly In reply, and I
heard her break into sobs as he hustled her toward the house and they
disappeared beyond it. Later I beard
the crashing of branches as if the
horses were being led off througb the

By CLARISSA MACKIE

drew closer
Tbe three traveling
around the hot stove In the parlor of
the little hotel at Dahlgren. Pa. Benton, the cigar salesman, wai continuing a conversation that had begun at
the supper table a short while before.
men

"Gentlemen." he said impressively,
"I know It sounds mighty fishy, but 1
actually did see what they call 'The
H
Witch of Dahlgren Ρ
"When?" asked Cooper, the clothing
drummer.
"On my

last trip to this forlorn
Benton's caustic reply.
"And that was?"—
"Last April. It's a short story. Want
to hear about it?"
"Yes, go ahead," urged the third
member of the group, Joel Gifford,
who represented a great wholesale

hole,"

was

ITe was a tall, good
lookiug. quiet sort of man, well liked
everywhere. There had been « tragedy In his life which many had guessed at, but few knew the real facts in
grocery house

the case.
Benton

passed

the cigars around and

oue for himself.
"Now, gentlemen." be began, "please
understand that I shall not feel in the
least offended if you do not believe
what I am about to tell you, but it

lighted

woods back of the hut, aud, now that
I think of it, it must have been in the
direction of this hotel."

Benton frowned as he opened the
store door and tossed In the end of
"I've often felt that I'd
his cigar.
You
like to Investigate the matter.
see. I had to leave early the next
morning, and tbls is the first time I've
struck this town since then, but my
first question when I met a man I
knew was, 'Is your witch still here?
And he said she was. There's a mystery In the matter, l ecause"— Benton
paused and stared thoughtfully at the

toe of his polished boot
"Because"— suggested Cooper Impa-

tiently.

"Because the voice of the black
rider that night sounded mighty like
the voice of mine host here, Bill Linden," returned Benton In a low tone.
Joel Glfford aroused himself from
the half lounging position he had assumed when Benton began his narrative, and, although be had been a
close listener to the story, his own
thoughts must have made a sad run-

ning accompaniment to the tale, for
his eyes were full of troubled reminiscence.

He lifted his eyes to the mantelpiece, where an old fashioned mirror
hung In such a position that It reflect-

ttuwhed uiul she Hud removed tue tray
Bhe told me that she had reported mo
to be eo moch better that .he bad more
time to devote to other patiente, but
she would come la to see me between
her attentions to them. During one of
her absences I thought the matter

**********

MY BROTHER'S
SUBSTITUTE

and came to the following conclumuet go on pl.,tog Jim·, pert,
whatever it was, for I could not do

Γπ:1
over

A Secret Known to Two
Men, but Not to Their

otherwise without giving him

Wives

By

F.

"Tmrnwed to put oi formy departure

***********
Jim and 1 are twins. We don't look
as much alike as we did when we
wore young, because Jim's hair has
grown much prayer than mine and
I'te a scar on my left cheek. But up
to thirty the members of our own fambad trouble telling us

two week».
discharged patient
How I succeeded In doing It 1 don t
know, unless It was by the connivance
of the girl who dreuded to part wUh
me as much as I dreaded to part w lib
At the end of these two weeks
her
I am ashamed to confess that 1 was

There was a breakdown in the family when Jim and I were eighteen
Father died without leavyears old.
ing anything, and Jim and l had to

flesh and blood, my own twin brother,
for the love of the girl in whose afI exfections I bad taken his place.
cused myself by eucouragng a suspl·

ily sometimes
apart.

,s a

ready

excited.
"

'You're

laughed.

Joking,

Bill

Linden,'

1

not Bill Linden. That must be an assumed name, for he has been well
known to the world as Cbafleld Chapman, a well known banker who disappeared five years ago and who was

supposed

to

be

dead.

At the same

her face at the window, and some say
that «he rides ut ulgbt on u snow white
I don't know whether to behorse.

lieve that or not'
"'You might as well believe the
whole thing while you're about It, my
friend/ I grinned at him, and I im
mediately went down to the crossroads
and took a stroll along the lonely way
Why,
that cut through dense woods.

her shoulders, was Gertrude Gilford,
Joel's lost bride.
At her scream of joyful recognition
as her husband took her In his arm·
once more the people backed out of
the house and left the reunited couple
alone with their happiness.
Thus passed the witch of Dahlgren.

fects of an illness I couldn't see
that he locked as well as ever.
was mighty glud to see me, as 1
1 asked him to tell
to see liliu.

but

Tanned 8kin.

gone.
He needn't bave been lu such a hurry, as It turned out. for his nurse didn't
At the end
come In for half an hour.

of that time the door opened, and a
very pretty specimen of femininity en
She was dressed In a nurse's
tered.

But how to reconcile this with bis desire to escape without her knowing he
had gone I hadn't even an lukligg. Tbe
safest thing 1 could think of to suy
was:

"Do you reully think so?"
"I certainly do. Indeed, I see no reason for continuing this deception any
longer, though it lias been a delightful
experience. You know that I love you
νud I huve perfect confidence In the
fove yon b.;ve both shown and have
We can meet as
ex pressed for me.
often as my duties will permit until we
"

wonderment, /or suddenly she Jerked
backward, almost as If some one wai
behind her compelling her away from
the window. She disappeared from
vl#w. aid I walked on, quite convinc-

"pSlng'th.'

if 1 lay thinking upon
tbls brain and heart racking problem
, should go u,»d. 1 threw orr tbe iov·
me
I was I»
ers aud Jumped out of bed.
be
was
that
how
It
himself
and
about
to
a twtakllng and when
clothe,
Jim's
to
appeared so well mid yet confined
Lie gave me one of those my nurse entered again
his bed.
lie

was

In the majority of cases tanned skin can be tnarr.cd
This was the princlpul part of It, and
Is an Indication of health. It is a conof If It hadn't been for Jim's desire to
dition resulting from the action
ultra violet substitute rre for himself would have
idea that had Just taken possession of chemical rays or of the
of the been all I cared to know. Though 1
him. Then he"resumed: "About a mile rays of the sun on the pigment
also by was puzzled, my role was much easier
down the road I saw a lonely little skin. Tan may be produced
of a mercury to play than before. I concluded to anhouse-more of a cabin than a house- exposure to the rays
caused electrically. gle for time.
wet back in the woods and overgrown lamp or it may be
I based my tlrst definite remark on
But in these cases it is no indication
to the very door with underbrush
It does not tbe probability that my Inferences
of health.
Smoke curled from the chimney, and of the state
mean that there has been a multipli- were correct—namely, that Jim had
I was starlug at the windows when all
cation of red corpuscles in the blood, bad an affair of the heart with his
at once a face appeared at one of them
exercise in nurse and prolonged his stay beyond
I could not see whether she was young such as follows healthful
by lis recovery. Besides this, tbe situaThe
tan
air.
acquired
the
a
white
as
open
face
was
but
the
or old.
ashore as a result Ion was pleasing to me, and I didn't
sheet and on either side of it hung the skin at sea or
of life and exercise in the open air Is tnlud acting on the same idea.
two heavy braids of enow white hair.
for the rea"The period I have passed here in
The greet dark eyes were turned to- always a sign of health,
been tbo hapward me, and two arms were lifted son that It is accompanied by general your care." i said, "has
conditions that do not obtain In the piest In my life. I simply can't bear to
either in supplication or malediction.
York Times. end it"
"tor an instant I was rooted to the case of electric tan.—New
"It must end some time."
spot, and then I rubbed my eyes In
*Glve me another day. Tomorrow I
must be back of this hotel!"
Benton paused to relight his cigar
and to marvel for a moment on the

they

hadJreatcd

|

'"Is

and broke open its barred door. There,
fucing them with beautiful white face
frozen into fear and her grief whitened locke hanging in heavy braids over

to the death my o*n

rSendeatietogctout

m ··«·

"
'Nobody knows. Suddenly appeared in that little deserted house on the
crossroads about five years ago Never comes out In daytime, but I've seen

light

the|

|
time he disappeared my young wife,
uniform of spotless white. This \ν.·ι*
who was his ouly daughter, also disvery becoming to her complexion, which
appeared from my house, and from a bad a lot of red In it. Then. too. her
note that reached me a few days later
and hair were dark, and the conI could ouly Judge that both of them eyes
trast with her dress and cap was ]
was
The
note
dead.
by
were
signed
ought to have betih hanged years ago—
charming.
that's the way they did with the my father-in-law, and he said that as
She came up to my bed, looked down
If I had he had failed in business he would end
witches in the olden days.
It
would take Gertrude upon me sympathetically—lovingly.
he
aud
that
all
now!'
And
she'd
high
hang
way
my
seemed to me—placed her band on my
both
for
them
search
and
witli
him.
to
himself
My
to
fell
he
muttering
said:
has covered five years, and it must forehead—a warm, soft one—and
cursing.
must report that you are|
"I
"
found
really
I
have
1
believe
for
end
at
tonight,
'Gtiens I'll go and hove a look
ready to Ik? discharged. The bouse surthu solution to the mystery.
ber,' I said half jokingly.
"Chaûeld Cbupmuu was puseionutely gvuu Will uuu iUlO uui J/J vnj own,
Ion belter not," I wag warned.
fond of his only child and always I'll get myself luto trouble."
She keeps a gun and winged Mason
Hero was α pretty go. Jim hnd deSmith when he got druuk oue day and hated me because I loved und married
without giving me tbe slighter:
her
lured
he
that
It
belief
parted
her.
is
I
lier
my
Just
attacked her house.
opened
in this bint wbat part to play. Tbe only tbing
window and took aim. and Mason away and has kept her prisoner
could do was to be noncommittnl «nd
went around with his arm in a sling hut in the woods back here, allowing I
her to ride forth ouly at night for air leuru us mucb οΓ tbe situation as I
for three months after that.'
It looked as though Jim bad
and exercise. Gentlemen, the witch of could.
sho an old woman'/' I asked.
"
been making lore to bis nurse, had re'Must be.' was the reply. 'Hair as I Dablgren is my wife!"
Accompanied by a crowd of interest- covered and. In i.vder to remain In the
white as snow.'
had lingered lu
'"Where did she come from?' I in- ed villagers, the three traveling men light of her presence,
the house in the woods the hospital longer than was necessary.
to
hastened
quired.
"He scowled like the villain that he
must l>e from his looks. 'Mr. Benton,
when I toll you that that woman has
mined my life you'll understand that 1
She
know what I'm talking about.

to

hustle. I found a situation in one con- clou in my mlud that be
aud Jim In another. Later 1 was I her shamefully and that I was Justl
fled In securing her for myself.
sent away to establish a branch of
her up to
business In another city, while Jim re- any rute, 1 would never give
mained where he was. I hadn't seen him or any one else.
But what next? When this query
blm for two years when I heard that
was seized with
he was ill and lu a hospital. The news nonned into my head I
of the ho.wus too much for my ability to remalu
llud Jim and hear from blm an
away from him longer, so I fixed things pltal.
Then, whatever it was,
up in my business for an absence, took explanation.
that, having placed
him
tell
would
I
the
from
arrival
went
on
and
a train
me In a position to make love to Ins
station direct to the hospital.
that 1 had
Jim had a private room, and 1 was I girl he should not complain
Had 1 won ter
shown to It by un attendant I found won her from him.
she love blm or me.
blm in bed. but Instead of showing ef- from him? Did
cern

really happened to me In this town.
Last April I arrived here in the regu- ed the door Into the hall. Joel Glflar course of my travels and put up at ford saw a picture framed In that frightened looks Intended to impose sithis same hotel. I was the only guest doorway, and he half rose from his lence. Then, pulling me down toward I
that night, and after supper I got to chair and pointed with a shaking fin- blm. he whispered In my ear:
Your I
"I want to get out of this.
talking with our host, whom you may ger at the face he saw In the glass.
Get off your ]
It was the face of a tall, black coming Is a godsend.
have sized up to be Just what he is—
bearded mau. with a uarrow head and clothes in a hurry and tumble into bed.
a narrow minded country bumpkin."
Cooper little black eyes gleaming wickedly be- I'm going to put them on and make
agreed
"You're
right,"
lie was staring my way out
neath bushy brows.
Nobody will know the
promptly.
Joel Gifford smiled and shook his at Joel Glfford as If fascinated by the difference between you and me."
There was fe"I can't express an opinion, younger man's face.
He looked so anxious aud eager that
head.
Benton, because I haven't seen the rocity In his gaze, as well as surprise 1 Immediately began to bustle off my
clothes, and as fast as I got out of tbem
chap. This is the first time I've cov- and fear.
ered this territory."
"Who Is that man?" cried Joel Glf- Jim got iuto tbem. As soon as I was
"You haven't missed much in not ford excitedly as he whirled around in bed aud Jim was dressed I said.
making his acquaintance." growled toward the doorway.
"Now tell me about It"
Benton, continuing his narrative. "As
"It's Bill Linden, our landlord!"
But Jltu pave me another frightened j
with
conversation
into
And then he pulled look, as much as to say that he couldn't I
I said, I fell
cried Benton.
that
Linden and asked him a question
Glfford violently aside, for there was think of doing so. and was ubout to go |
had been on the tip of my tongue for the deafening report of a pistol, and when I clutched his coattu 11 and said:
several hours—In fact, ever since I had the bullet that bad been Intended for
"For heaven's sake, don't leave me I
heard a woman threatening her chil- Glfford fouud another mark and shat- this way! Tell me how long I'm to
J
dren with the wrath of the old witch tered the mirror. There was another stay here auyway."
'You
Dahlcertainly report, and the landlord of the
the crossroads.
on
If my
"I don't dare take the time.
haven't got a witch in this common- gren hotel dropped dead upon the floor, nurse should Und us both here It would
killed by Ills own wicked band.
place town?' I asked bhn Jokingly.
prevent iuy getting out In your place
Glfford reached him first and turned She's liable to come In
"For a moment he was silent, and
any minute."
beard
black
at
the
looked
his
and
stroked
him
over
then he
long
cloeely
"Well, oue thing you must do—attend
Mr.
he
"He U dead,"
dead man's face.
and muttered: 'We certainly have,
to my business for me—that Is. If I'm
Benton. The crossroads is a good place said briefly, and then, rising, he con- to be
kepf here any length of time."
tinued to the little crowd of people
to keep away from.'
"All right: I'll do It," he said. And I
the
of
sound
at
the
had
I
that
demanded.
gathered
"'Why?'
before I could get another word out of |
"
'Because there is an old woman pistol shots: "Gentlemen, this man is
him he was
there who can work a charm or cast
Man, 1
an evil spell over anybody.
kuow it!" And the old fellow got quite

awa£

and bow serious this would be toblm
I did not know. I bad been placed
a position for which I was in no way
reBDonsible. My conscience was clear,
and I didn't see how it could be clouded. I would act the part of a respou-

"8olid Gold."
mind to leave
Commercially speaking, the term will try to make up my
"solid gold" le a misnomer, since such you."
A palued expression at the prospecgold has not been used for many, many
tive parting passed over her face. She
Boman
ancient
the
of
Some
years.
of the ren- bent down and. placing her pink Ups
ed that the apparillja I UJ seen was jewelry and some of that
made of ou mine, gave me a delicious kiss. It
that of some crazed person. Neverthe- aissance period was, indeed,
with the seemed that all tbe joys iu tbe world
less there was un «îr of mystery about pure gold, worked up by hand
crudest of tools, but since the old day were concentrated In those few mothe whole matter, aud the village gos
increasing ments. Then, saying that she would
»lp concerning the so tailed witch de there has been a constantly
lei mined uiu lo stroll arc is.id there late
employment of alloys, for the reason go and bring my noon m.;al, she left me.
Never lu my life have I been placed
| did so uear mid- that jewelers found that the harder the
in the evening.
the in such a quandary. My owu dear
night and was rewarded by a strange gold was rendered by good alloy·
greater its wearing qualities and the twin brother bad left Lie to personate
sight.
was the setting
himself with a woman be loved and
"Just as 1 paused in front of the more securé, therefore,
Nowadays who loved him. 1 dldu't know whethlittle house, which I could locate only of the gems it contained.
14 or 10 carats, ac- er 1 was acting both dishonorably and
by a glint of light from one curtained jewelry is of 18.
character of nnbrotherly to him or not. He bad uot
window. I heard the trampling of cording to the design and
mnch more fir·· confided the truth to me. He bad exhorses hoofs and there broke from the the article, and it 1·
18 carat·.—Cincinnati pected that tho girl would mistake me
tangled growth lu irout of the bouse quently 10 than

■' mc. surprised·
folded her In my arms, showered
kisses on her face-particularly her lips
-then dashed away without a won «»
explanation as to my sudden deparι

ture.

In an hour I was with Jim.
"Why dkl you put me in this posi
have 1 heard noth ng
tlon
from you since?" I asked lmpatlenU).
'
she love me stlll-l mean

and^why

Tk>;.s

you^

••Sho loves me—me, I e«> ûot *
all."
••Thank God."
••What do you mean?
-subs de Bob. and I'll tell you all
about it I dared not write you-I mean
fear of giving away the
I went to the hoswhole situation.
l hndu t
to be
at

"nvself—for

pun, engaged

marrled^

had time to Inform you of my engagement before 1 was taken 111. Immcdi
after our betrothal my fiance
The hoson a European trip.

ilefv

Saiiê<l

pital Rlrl took a fancy to me at <·»<
and showered such attentions en n,e
that 1 couldn't help reciprocal..W 1
to be
very weakly suffered myself
drawn into on affair of the hear
assure you I didn't realize how d« pl>
Involved I had become before 1 com-

mitted betrothal bigamy.

"In your appearance I saw a
1 took advantape of It. and fr..n
hole
out
you tell me all has turned

wilt

fortunately."

t
-Jim. you ought to be ashamed
win a girl's affections a id

yourself—to

then run away from her.
uon"To have my own brother to
orably take her away from ».·· "
seems to me that's the pot calllu„ the

"■-câl|b'u'is„uarcd.··

I said, «etolng
Jim's hand.
I was happy In knowing mat ι couiu

claim our girl! but I was puzzled (υ
know whether I should du so as Jim
He and I talked the mator myself.
ter over and decided that after becoming formally engaged I should introduce Jim to my flancec as my twin
brother whom she had never met
After
This plan worked admirably.
> luctiou I
twitted my betroththe

ed, saying:

"I presume, sweetheart, that slncu
Jim and I are twius you would as llei
marry one of us as the other."
"H'm!" she replied deprecntlngly. "I
would know you apart in the dark."
I dare say this is the only case wherein two brothers who had occasion tc

quarrel over the same girl blessed
each other Instead. But the secret 1:
between Jim and me. Neither of our
wives has an Inkling of it Should
Jim tell his wife bow nearly be came
being carried away by propinquity
during α period of physical weakness
there would be trouble at home. If 1

were to tell my wife of the trick by
which one lover was substituted for
another she would be furious.

The Emperor*· Favorite Hon.
It may be interesting to owners of
chicken farms to know that a genuine
enthusiast In the pastime of poultry
llted and flourished as fur back

raising
as the year 410 A. 0., when Alaric the
Goth was busying himself about the
sack of Rome. The Ilev. Dr. George
Hodges' "Saints and Heroes" is the
authority for the story.
Only the Roman emperor seemed unmoved by this tremendous calamity.
Ho was In α safe retreat at Ravenna
when the news came. It is remembered of Honorius that there were only

two matters in which he was ever
known to show interest. One was the
safety of bis own Imperial person;
the other was the raising of hens, in

HU
was very successful.
favorite heu was named Rome.
"Your majeety, Rome has perished!"

which he

they came crying.
"Why," he said, "only

an hour ago
•he way. feeding out of my baud!"
'And when they told him that It wus
the capital of the world which had

been

destroyed

be was much relieved.

It· Qr«at Fault

Mrs. Chase—Oh. 1 don't like to go to
that store. It's so unsatisfactory to
Mrs. Suopdo your shopping there.
pen—Well, they have everything there.
Mrs. Chase—That's Just It. No matter
what you ask for, they can suit you
right off.—Philadelphia Press.
A Trouble Maker.

"Do you have trouble whin saying
your lessons In school, Tommy?"
"Yes, sir."
for him. but had tbe position in which
Enquirer.
a dim white shape that I kuew to be
"What seems to trouble you most 7"
tbls mistake would place her and me
a horse and u suggestion of dim white
"The teacher."
Confidant
ChoMn
An III
occurred to him? Probably not He
above that I was convinced must be
it were not for my wife I was In such α
Guest—if
was
it
that
likely
hurry
the face and hair of the witch of DahlA Usurper.
shouldn't be here. Host—No, hang itl he hudu't thought of this. 1 was terriBeside her rode a black bulk
gren.
Man (at the phone to i»nn at the otb·
I if It wet) not for
should
Neither
fied at receivlug'caresses that were Inthat must have beeu another rider on
er end of the wire)—How dare you talk
mine! I'm the hostess' bust -nd.
tended for him. It was as dishonoraa black horse, and for the instant 1
to me like that? You're not my wife!
1
was
What
to
Jim.
as
to
the
ble
with
girl
thought the witch must be riding
--Satire.
a Difficulty.
Solving
to do?
her master, the devil himself.
John—Aa oar engagement in to be a
The tbing 1 did—the next thing—was
I bad to fa· back in the bushes to
To some the past gives only regret
I won't give you an eng.tgemesi
secret,
to «Hit tbe dinner she brought ta£, all the
save Uiyself from being truuipled upon,
present sorrow, the future fear.—
I
crald
at
Joan—Ob,
present.
ring
the while tbe lovellgbt lu her eyes Lambert
so furious was their dash Into the road.
w
hand!
wear it on my ri«b|
beaming down upon me. After I had
|Tbey turned away frw* U& village
_

v"
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Parts tim.
rim Baptlat Church, Ββ». Θ. W. F. Hill, pMΡ reaching every Sunday it 10 Μ A. M.
tor.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
at 7 Λ».
Piayet Meeting Thuraday evening at
Covenant Meeting the laat Friday before
7 JO.
the let Sunday of the month at340r.it. All
not otherwlae connected are oordlally Invited.

All legal advertisements
AbvutTISEMUTS :
are jrtven three cousecutlve Insertions for #1 30
In
Inch
length of column. Spécial conper
tractu made with local, transient and yearly
advertisers.

Mrs. F. A. Tuf ta and her daughter,
Mr*. Pansj Johnson, bare moved from
Portland to Mr·. TufU' former home lo
this Tillage.
I
electric
■Job Pkixtino —New type, fast presses,
Mrs. H. W. Ljon and lira. Loot arrivlow prices
power, experienced workmen and
ed here laat week from a winter In the
combine to make this department of our l>ual- I
We*t Indies.
ness complete anil popular.
Thomaa H. Slattery haa bought a
farm Dear tbe city of Auburn and will
χπωε copies.
move to it in about two weeke.
Single copies of The Pemoc'KAT are four cents I
William E. At wood of Portland waa at
each They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons ] Paria Hill over Sunday.
on
beei
have
i-sue
of
uach
placed
single copte·»
1
Mrs. J. P. Τ bo m peon and Miaa Olive
sale at Ute following places In the County :
Thompson were in Portland a few daya
Howard's Drujr Store.
South Paris,
laat week.
SburtlelTs Drug Store.
Noyes Drug Store.
Norway,
Col. and Mra. Ε. T. Brown arrived
Stone's Drug Store.
here for the summer laat week.
Alfred Col·, Postmaster.
BuckOeld,
William Hooper celebrated hia eightMrs Harlow, Poet Offlce.
Paris Hill.
Samuel T. White.
West Parts,
ieth birthday last week, receiving a large
number of preaenta and other rememMr.
brancea from hia many frienda.
Coming Events.
Hooper waa for many years a conductor
on the Maine Central Railroad and enMay 7—Oxford Pomona Grange, Bethel.
joya the friendship of many of tbe
patrons of the road.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Frienda here learn with sorrow of the
death of Mra. Helen S. Attwood of AuSpecliicatlons of the "Mitchell."
burn, one of the moat prominent club
Waists.
women of Maine, and very active in the
Shoe* That Will Wear.
Two for the Price of One.
work of the Univeraallat church. Mra.
Remarkable Sale.
Attwood baa many timea been a guest
Z. L. Merchant Λ Co.
here.
Rheumatism.
The True Test.
Dr. Dexter Newell Kicbarda of the
For the Stomach.
Masaachuaetts General Hoapital waa
No Cause to Doubt.
the gueat of bis uncle, Sumner E. Newell,
Defective Eyesight.
Real Estate For Sale.
and other relatives here laat week.
Probate Notices
What came near being a serious Are
i Notices of Appointment.
start· d during tbe high wind Sunday at
Pythian Building Association.
A Low Price Car.
tbe farm house of W. P. Cutting between
L\ S. Cream Separator.
thia village and Weat Sumner. Tbe roof
Canadian Γ η leached Hardwood Ashes.
took tire from a apark from the chimney
reed.
and burned through, the fire dropping
into the open chamber where it aet aome
Primary Nominations Filed.
clothing on tire. Members of the family
were tlrst notified by the smell of the
LIST OF THOSE SO FAR RECEIVED BY
burning clothing and by prompt work on
THE SECRETARY OF STATE.
the roof aucceeded in putting it out.
—

Under the direct primary law adopted
by the people, nomination papers for
places on the primary ballot mutt be received at the office of the secretary of
state not later than Munday, May β
Below is given a list of the papers so far
tiled for United States senator, state
officers, representatives to congress,
county officers and representatives to
the legislature in Oxford County. None
number of

have been tiled as yet for
the offices, and in very few cases are
there two candidate· for any nomination.
Although the papers have not yet been
tiled, it is well understood that there are
three candidates for the Republican nomination for United State· senator, for
whom papers will be duly filed—Frederick A. Powers of Houlton, Kdwin C.
Burleigh of Augusta, and Herbert M.
Heath of Augusta.
It is also well understood that there
are three candidates for the Republican
nomination for governor, whose papers
William T. Haines of
will be filed
Waterviile, Frederic Ε Boothby of Portland, and Albert H. Shaw of Bath.
In the Second Congressional District,
the only candidate for the Republican
nomination who has petitions in circulation is William B. Skelton of Lewiston.
The primaries are to be held on the
third Monday of June, which is this year
the 17th.
Nomination papers so far filed are:
a

—

REPUBLICAN.
Uoited States Senator—
Governor—Albert H Shrw, Bath.
Part of petitions filed for
Governor
Frederic E. Boothby, Portland, but
not enough signatures to meet the
—

legal requirements.

State Auditor-

Congressmen:
l«tt District—AsherC Hinds, Portland
2u(i District—

.'Jrd District—
4th District— Frank E.

Guernsey,

Dover.
Senator—Albert J. Stearns, Norway.
Frederick R. Dyer,
County Attorney
Bucktield.
Judge of Probate—Addison E. ilerrick.
Bethel.
Alber: D. Park,
Register of Probate
Paris.
Sheriff—J. Melvin Bartlett, S'oneham.
County Commissioner
Wellington H.
—

—

—

E.uitman, Sumner.

County Treasurer—George M
Paris.

At wood,

Representatives:

Walter G. Morse. Rumford.
George L. Wilder, Oxford.
Alton C. Wheeler, Paris.
John K. Korhan, Canton.
\ Almun F. Johnson, Browntield.
} Charles E. Hill, Browntield.
Ernest C. Bowler, Bethel.
None tiled for Gilead, Grafton, Newrv,
Upton, Audover, Byron, Rjxbury, Mex
ico, Lincoln Plantation, Magalloway
Plantation, etc., district.
DEMOCRATIC.

United States Senator—Obadiah Gard-

ner, Kockland.
Governor—
State Auditor-

Congressmen:

1st Dietrct—
2nd District—Daniel J. McGillicuddy,
Lewistnn.
;ird District—
4th District—
Judge of Probate—Thomas S. Bridgbam,
Bucktield.
Register of Probate—William A. Lewi",

Norway.
Representatives:
Ernest Lester Cowan, Rumfotd.
>
Alphonse S Fuller, Oxford.
\ Samuel H. Eaton, Oxford.
John S. Brown, Paris.

Converse S. Child», Bucktield.
Burton W. Goodwin, Mexico.
None tiled for Porter, Fryeburg, etc.
None tiled for Bethel, etc.

At the districting is new this year,
that for Oxford County is here giveu.
One representative for each of the following classée of towns:
Rumford.

Oxford, Norway and Waterford.
Hebron, Paris and Woodstock.
Dixtield, Pern, Canton, Hartford, Sum-

ner

and Bucktield.

Hiram, Porter, Denmark, Browntield,
Fryeburg and Stow.
Gilead, Riley, Newry, Grafton, Upton,
Magalloway, Lincoln, Andover, Byrou,
Roxbury and Mexico.
Lovell, Sweden, Stoneham, Albany,
Greenwood, Milton, Mason, Bethel,
Hanover and unclassified territory.
Her· ud There.
The pity of it! Within a comparatively short distance of tbe Titanic wheo
she struck were several steamers, and
while some of them, summoned by wireless, were speeding toward her, but too
late to save the doomed people, a freight

steamer,
perhaps
enough
saved them all, was proceeding calmly
on her way because she waa not equipped with wireless. As to the steamer
reported to bave been within Ave miles
which paid so attention to signals, it la
best to wait for pretty conclusive evidence before believing that any veewl
disregarded signals of distreee.
near

to have

There waa once a farmer in Oxford
County whom tbe Democrat knew (and
doubtless there were others like him),
who, if any agricultural product struck
a high marc for price one year, would
put aa much of his farm aa possible into
it tbe next year. Aa so many otbera
were doing tbe same thing, the prioe
generally tumbled, and be hardly got
nia money beck. He died poor. This
ie recalled by the forecaat of the potato
planting for this year. Tbe present high
price baa stimulated potato planting so
that not only in Arooetook County, but
in other pnrta of the state, η bigger
acreage than ever will be put la. Bnt
don't put all your eggs la the potato
basket.

in the acquisition of saoh an addition to
tbeir circle.
Rev. B. F. Fickett preached at tbe
M. E. church Sunday and is to eupply
during tbe year. Mr. and Mrs. Fiokett
Their
will occupy tbe
pareonage.
former parishioners and friends are glad
to have them return to Bethel.
Tuesday, Mr. Bion Brown met with a
very unfortunate accident while at work
the
in Springer's mill. In removing
sawdust bis glove caught in the saw and
his thumb and three fingers of the right
band were so terribly cut that amputation was necessary. Very much sympathy is expressed for Mr. Brown, who
with his wife and baby baa lived here
but a short time.
Schools in town opened Monday. Miss
Twaddle has charge of the room vacated
by Miss Stearns' promotion as bead
teacher in the grammar school.
Mr. Sturdivant is moving his family
to Colebrook, Ν. H., and Mrs. Clark wvill windows.
Mrs. W. H. Emery is improving from
soon return to occupy the house she
her recent operation. Mrs. D. A. Copurchased of him last autumn.
Mr. Ioman and family have moved to burn is caring for ber.
The Norway Dramatio Club, which
Kingfield.
"A Family Affair"
Thursday morning, Moses Coburn recently presented will
play "Along the
passed away after a long illness. Mr. here so acceptably,
Coburn was among tbe oldest citizen!·, Missouri" at Grange Hall next Friday
and was a veteran of the Civil war. He evening, followed by a dance. This
was a member of Browo Post, G. A. <Jt. play has been put on at other places
He leaves a widow and several children with great success.
who are all married. Funeral aervioea
Back! told.
were held Sunday afternoon from tbe
Methodist church, the pastor officiating.
George H. Hersey sold bis household
Tbe academy students have been busy effects at auction Friday. A. D. Park of
with mid-term examinations.
South Paris was the auctioneer, and
needless to say things went lively and at
MIDDLE INTERVALS.
good prices. Mr. Hersey has sold bis
Misses Lillian and Gladys Buck of plumbing business to a Mr. Roberts of
Swan Hill are teaching rchool in Albany. Madison, and his famHy will shortly go
KOBBKS DISTRICT.
Miss Eva Farwell of Middle Intervale to St. Albans, Vt., where Mr. Hersey
new
haa
a
John Hammond
bought
is teaching at West Bethel Flat.
bas an interest in a plumbing concern.
horse.
Mrs. Angie Parlin of Framingbam, This family will be greatly missed from
Paria Mass., ia
Mrs. Percy Berry of South
viaiting her sister and family our community. Mr. Hersey bas been
haa been ata>ing at Will Stevena' for a on Swan's Hill. This was her old home, actively interested in the business life of
few days.
and the writer remembers her mother the place, and bas served on tbe school
Mrs. Perham of Rangeley Lake has as one of tbe best of women, kind- board. Mrs. Hersey is now president
been stopping a few daya with her hearted and motherly. Her father was of the Nezinscot History Club snd has
mother, Mra. Mary Howe.
called the potato dealer, and be was been actively identified with churob and
Fraok Lnvering baa bought two cows honest and fair to deal with.
They are sooial life. Miss Zilma Hersey baa been
of Mr. Cumminga of Oxford.
both dead, and their mantle may have tbe central operator for several years
new
baa
a
I. H. Elliogwood
bought
fallen upon their children and grand- and is Noble Grand of tbe Rebekab
apple aprayer.
children.
Lodge. The best wishes of their many
Leon Bradford haa aold a horse to
The recent high wind acted aa a root friends will go with them to their new
Mord Rowe of Buckfield.
puller, taking up one of the big trees home.
bere that had stood since our earliest
Tbe grange bave a supper and dance
remembrance of this place.
Greenwood.
Doubtless next Wednesday eveuing and tbe Grand
Cold a* it ia some species of vegetation it was a small tree when our aged friend, Army are planning for an entertainment
aod and supper for Friday evening. May 3d.
are slowly on the gaio, aucb as pussy Uncle John Williamson, lived bere,
Alton C. Wheeler of South Paris will
willow, pussy poplar and Indian poke, be died some years ago at the advanced
deliver the Memorial Day address here
and even tho fields and pastures begin to age of 100 years or more.
These aged people with others, are and tbe Turner Band will furnish music.
show a tinge of green while nearly everyin the old cemetery here, and
Mr. Newball from Boston has been tbe
thing elae looks blue for the last of sleeping
their "works do follow them."
guest of C. C. Withlngton recently.
April.
Frances Abbott has been with her
The Pearl house on Water Street bas
A few weeks ago mention was made of
the bursting of an engine boiler, killing sister, Mrs. C. L. Stone of Norway. Her been sold and is now occupied by Mr.
30 odd men, and ahortly after a coal mine sister, who has been living in Portland, Pierce and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Farrar have been guests
blew up in West Virginia, killing about has moved into the old Howe house near
She is now of their son, M. W. Farrar, at Chas.
90 more. Quite a number have loat their her father's on Holt Hill.
her
has
with
for
whom
she
Record's the past week.
children,
lives in the recent Missiaaippi flood, and
Mrs. Ellen Thomes is 111 requiring the
it is estimated that no less than half a faithfully cared for some years.
of
Brown
bas
had
a
services of a trained nurse.
Foye
long job
million persons have loat their homes by
work af the Carter house.
being carried into the gulf of Mexico. carpenter
We have just received a card of the
Locke's Mills.
But the greatest calamity produced by
human agency in modern timea was Wro. Penn House, Fairmount Park,
Mrs. George Tirrell and son, Lewis,
when tbe steamer Titanic foundered by Philadelphia. This is a choice treasure left town Thursday for a month's visit
in with relatives in Foxcroft and
Bangor.
comiog in contact with an ioeberg, and to the writer. It was sent by a sister
The schools opened Monday with the
nearly 1600 people went down with her. Philadelphia, the Quaker City, founded
in
the gramThat was destroying people by the by Wm. Penn.
Dresser
same teachers, Miss
mar and Miss Kendall In the primary.
wholesale, yet a II'tie good fortune atwest reine·.
tended them in that trying hour.
Miss Florence Littlefield Is teaching on
Had the sea been rough by the blow- "The ikies cannot always be clear,
Rowe Hill.
η
S
af
-ar—
«— n__ii.ii.
ing nf a 75 miles an hour craie. as we saw
My dear;
U VIVU
flftio*
«UIB. VUDIIOO Udl VICIV SUU
Sweets wouldn't be sweets were no bitterness
it several timed oear there yea re ago,
were in Lewiatoo last week.
Powers
here,
Mrs Powers expects to return to her
Μτ dear;
piobably not a soul would bave been
ttpared tu tell the melancholy story. And There could never be joy If there never waa aor- home in Dixfleld very soon.
row;
now the question is, had there been nothDayton Whitman ia attending the
The sobs of to-day may be laughter to morrow;
ing to drink on that steamboat stronger And there's gladneeà an well as vain trouble to Howe Hill school this term.
than cold water, or even tea and coffee,
borrow,
Mrs. Lizzie Tebbets of Auburn Is visitMy dear!"
would that fatal accident have occurred
ing her son, C. B. Tebbets.
same?
Before
this
the
Mrs. Addison Bryant of Milton was in
answering
just
"It suffice?. What suffices?
town Friday and Saturday.
question please read James B. Connolly's
All suffices, reckoned lightly;
story of the loss of the Titanic, as it apW. H. Crockett is going to make exSpring shall bloom where now the loe Is.
Koees make the bramble sightly,
pears in the Boston American of April
tensive repairs on the bnildings which
And the qolckenlng »un shine brightly,
£2, lt»12, and tben decide for yourself.
he bought of Mrs. May Grant.
And my garden teem with spices."
School commenced Monday, taught by
Ordell Bryant of Lewiston was in town
The political pot will aoon be boiling. over
Florence Littletield. It was deferred one
Sunday. He expects to move his
and
week on account of the bad traveling.
Keep cool
calm, and attend to family there very soon. They have
own
business.
And n'iw tbo selectmen are assessing your
spent the winter here with bis parents,
The new ferry boat is nearing comple- Mr. and Mrs. Azel
That they
taxes for the ensuing jear.
Bryant.
and
will
soon
be
launched.
tion,
will be high enough to suit the tax payer,
Dwinell
Jack
and
are
there can he no doubt.
family
moviog
Norway Lake.
Again the time of smelts ia about past, to the Cross bouse on the nortb aide of
The ice in Norway Lake went down to
and myriads of those pretty little Sshes the railroad.
the foot of the lake Tuesday, April 23rd,
Dr. John A. Twaddle of Bethel Bill
have been eateu by those carnivorous
but there waa quite a lot down there the
has
made
two
of
known
as
mankind.
purchaaea
pasture
auiraals, generally
afternoon of the 2.1th.
Some are so fond of them a· to come six and woodland near this village.
Two of the school boys caught three
Some who have dry wells cootioue to
miles to obtain them.
nice trout at the bridge Thursday mornThanks to Mrs. Kstella Chase Ford for melt snow, many remnants of huge wining in a very short time, Arthur Flint
a post card containing the statue of ter drifts atill remaining.
and Ralph Tucker. They weighed two
River drivers are busily engaged in
Thomas Brackett Heed. The picture
and one-half, two and one-quarter and
looks as though the original must be a running pulp wood down email atreama
two and one-sixteenth pounds.
tine work of art. Glad to bear from you into the Androscoggin.
Dancing is the chief amusement here
agaio, sitter.
North Buckfleld.
and two balls are advertiaed for Wedwent to
Supt. Merle Sturtevant
neaday evening, May lat.
Hiram.
Mrs. L. D. Grover is thought to be Augutta the 11th and to Portland the
Our community was deeply saddened
to acbool
on business relating
improving in health. Mra. Lowell has t16th,
on Thursday, the 18tb, by the sudden
I
gone to ber home, and Mra. Elsina Coffin matters.
death from pneumonia of Mrs. Julia E. is
Mr. Henry Sturtevant of Waltham,
filling her place as housekeeper in the
Cotton, wife of Mr. Lemuel Cotton, aged Grover
Mass., visited at Β F. Heald's recently.
family.
72 years. They were married July 28,
I
Mr. A. F. Mason has sold hia wool to
Herschel Walker, youngest son of
1803. and for nearly half a century theirs Borace E.
Walker, went to the wooda ι E. O. Emery of Bath.
has been an ideal home of contentment
Mr. Dumas, at one time a resident of
where bis father and hired man are cut·
and happiness. She has long been a
ting cord wood, and a falling tree atruck the place, called on friends the 16tb.
worthy member of Saco Valley Temple him on the head cutting a gaah in hia
The friends of Mr. Everett Bessey of
of Pythian Sisters. Sbe was a quiet,
scalp and rendering him senseless. Dr. Rumford were pained to bear of the
peaceable neighbor, and her amiable Twaddle waa hastily called, and he will death of bis wife the 23d. Mrs. Besaey
disposition mule her a genial and wel- probably be all right again in a few was Miss Ina Hanson of Rumford before
come associate in the social circle, and
What makes the situation
marriage.
days.
won and retained many friends, who
more sad Is she leaves four little childeeply sympathize witb the bereaved
dren.
East Bethel.
husband, son and daughter. Sbe was a
Mrs. Charles Rowe is poorly this
Berte
Akera
ia
hia
to
of
the
late
Thomas
and
Olive
family
moving
daughter
spring.
Goodwin. Qer funeral was attended on the Brown rent.
Mra. W. E. Bartlett ia working for
Saturday at the home by Bev. Hervey
East Waterford.
Mrs. Z. W. Bartlett.
H. Hoyt.
L. E. Mclntire> aheep, which runs bis
Albert Swan has finished work for
had a fleece this year, which
Elmer Trask and ia viaiting relatives in separator,
Bryant's Pood.
weighed 14 4 pounds.
Massachusetts.
The
for the buildings of the
Mrs. Annie Day returned home from
Linsey Dorey, who bas been working McWainground
Bangor this week after a stay in that away, haa returned borne.
Packing Co. ia being cleared.
Harold Tuoker of Farmington, who baa
city of some eight months.
Z. W. Bartlett is having hard wood
been engaged aa manager, ia here to
There will be a May ball next Wedfloors in his parlor, hall, etc., and makThe main
nesday evening under the direotion of G.
superintend the building.
other repairs.
W. Q. Perbam of Pranklin Grange. ing
Is to be 30 by 92 feef, 24 feet of
Mra. Susan Bean is staying with ber building
which is to be three stories with gravity
Music by Stearns* orchestra.
Mrs. W. G. Holt, who is in ill
The smelts are running freely np the daughter,
system. The storage house will be 40
health.
70 feet. The maobinery has been
tributary brooks. Large orowds have
H. E. Bartlett has gone to Cambridge, by
ordered from Baltimore.
gathered round this week each evening Mass., the gnest of his
Mrs.
daughter,
with an eager desire to obtain a share of
David Gaw, and other relatives in MassaNorth Parla.
tremendous small fry.
chusetts.
The town is Ailing in quite extensiveMr. Howland of Maaaaohusetta has
Mra. Etta Bartlett baa returned from
ly with gravel on the avenue leading to
viaiting ber son, A. H. Bartlett, and moved hia family into the rent with
the Whitman Library.
at East Holliston, Mass., and Mr. Harriman. He has bought the farm
The pond was practically free of ice family,
owned and occupied by M. D. Fois and
other relatives.
April 24th, eight day· earlier than In
A sugar party and dance held at will move his family there.
1011.
Herbert Gibbs has gone to the hospital
Hall the 20th was well attended.
Mrs. Ada Abbott went to Haverhill Grange
for an operation for hernia.
and
will
enter
a
Monday,
Most of the sick ones are on the gain.
hospital there
Eaat Sumner.
for treatment.
Mr. Harriman remains about the same.
Since the first of January four lifeEugene Cole will erect a garage on the
Work was begun Thursday on tbe
lot at the rear of hie stora.
long residents of Sumner bave passed to foundation for a springboard for this
Fred Noyea is occupying one of the the Great Unknown.
James D. Bos- summer and later for a hall.
rents in the Chase house owned by James worth, D. Jefferson Russell, Mra. Fannie
Miss Ruth Doughty apent the week
A. Sampson and Mrs. Ann H; Hodgdon. end with Misa Hntchlnson at ber home
Farη urn, Jr.
The latter died laat week at South Paris In Hebron.
Hebron.
and the remain· were brought to East
Prof. J. F. Moody, who has been in Sumner and placed bealde ber husband,
Brownfleld.
Waahington, O. C., since January with the late John L. Hodgdon, who died
Mrs. Susan Durgin, aged 86, who had
bia daughter, Mrs. I. M
1904.
Mrs.
and
her
Bearce, got Aug. 31st,
Hodgdon
been aick a long time, aled last Thurshome last Saturday.
Before ooming son Ralph were intending to return from
Funeral Saturday at the honae.
home Mr. Moody took a trip np Chesa- South Paris at the time of her sudden day,
Mrs. John Sands ts In Fryeburg earing
peake Bay and visited some of the old death. Her age waa about 68 years. Of for Mrs
Deeriog who is ill.
scenvM of the civil war.
the Ervin Robinson family only Asa Is
Mrs. Stubbs of Strong is visiting her
Miee Isabelle Benson has ι «turned left who now resides with A. L. Robin*
daughter, Mrs. Peterson.
from her visit in Waahington and is now son at Turner vlllag i.
Mrs. Deborah Warren, who
apent tbe
teaching in the Nelson district. Miss
winter in Conway, has returned to her
North Stoneham.
Josephine Beeeey is attending school
home here.
there as there ia no school In district No.
Mrs. H. B. MoKeen went to Lewiston
Samnel Huston of Betwlek ia at Miss
8, owing to the burning of the school Monday to see her daughter Beryl, who Alvana
Stewart's, where bis wife is
house.
was in the Central
Maine General dangerously 111.
ι
Miss Hattie Murcb is stopping with
for an
for
_

I

Hospital

operation

appendici-

Arthur Linsoott Is quite sick with tbe

bet sister, Mrs. Mary Bearce.
tis.
grippe.
Mr. Rioe of the White entertainment
Mr. and Mrs. Lorin McKeen of East

bureau of Boeton gave a

reading In the Stoneham are visiting their son, H. B.
Wilson's Mills.
Tueeday evening which McKeen.
Fred Tsylor bas returned to the dam
was greatly eojoyed.
have
finished
They
sawing J. Bartlett's after a two week·' vacation.
The ball game here Wednesday be- birch at the mill here
Cecil Bennett has gone to Milan to
tween the Bliss Busiueea College boys
School in thia district commenoed teaoh.
and Hebron boyi scored 13 to S ia favor
with
B.
Carrie
of
AuMonday
Springall
Pearl Bennett has been In Portland
of Hebioa.
burn as tnober. She board· at Herbert having her eyea treated.
There was an initiation at the all day Adams'.
David Wright Is working for Ernest
meeting of Hebron Orange Wedneaday
Eva Cr ipse from Stow is staying with Bennett.
aad the 3rd aad 4th degreee were con- ber
parents, Mr. and Mra. I. A.
Mrs. Wm. Hart Is slok. Zetta Wilklna
gra
ferred on two candidates. The day Andrew a and
Is working there.
going to aoliool.
^
A 7-year-old boy, George P. Jlmiao, oloeed with a sugaring off.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bennett are livMyrtl \Adama la at work for Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
A.
Bartlett
went
waa drowned ia Portland Sunday by
to WallaceJonee of Waterford.
at the Bosn place.
ing
falling off a wharf. H· waa the aon of South Paris Friday to attend the funeral
Mlle· yama I· going to work for hi·
Mrs. Hugb Hoyt has been vialtiag her
service· of hia cousin, Mrs. Hodgdoa.
aa Italiaa widow.
brother Zealand of Norway.
)hildrea In thia place.
assembly

room

Τ

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & CO,

ΙΊμ Um of "Uke" μ β Conjunction,
Apropos of your jib· at the expression
Mike other· bare," wbieh you qaote
i !rom "a paper published almoet within
I ibe olauie abades of Harvard College." 1
ihoald like to ioqnlre whether each »
iee ol "like" prevail* to any considerible extent in Great Britain. In letelj
rereading Dtokens'a "Bleak Honae" I
noticed two Inatanoee of people'* naine
"like" in that way; vis., in chapter 86
(in the paragraph beginning with the
Maine Now· Note*.
word "Thai") a child la quoted aa nains
the expression "like ahe need to be,"
the paragraph beFred J. Meservey, mate on a yacbt, *nd in chapter 69 (in
with the worda "So yon") In·
ginning
the
on
oommlttad sntolde by shooting
Bucket naea the expreulon "like
jaobt at Bangor Friday. He was 43 and ipector
conducted youreelf." Indeed,
nnmarrled. Ill health oanaed despond- you bave
not only did Diokena tbua quote other
enoy.
people aa naing "like" In that way, but I
A. G. Robinson of Gardiner purchased recall one inttance in whioh "like" waa
in one day recently 1000 mnskrat skins tbua uaed by Diokena himself. I refer
Tbe rats were all to a letter which on January 7, 1841, lie
at a cost of 1400.
oangbt between tbe New Mills Bridge wrote to hia friend John Forster (afteronmber of people preeent.
and Lake Cobbosseeoontee.
warda Dickena'a biographer), in which
Several Masons from Granite Lodge
the expreaalon "Nobody will
Mra. Florence W. Whittaker, who he uaed
attended the Royal Arch Chapter meetmiaa bar like I shall." That part of the
brought salt against Rev. Frank W. letter which contaioa thla expression la
ing Tueaday evening at Norway.
u. A. Smith is having the interior of Saodford for beiog detained on tbe yacht
In chapter 7 of Book 2 of Forster's
his store and dwelling entirely renovat- Kingdom against her will, last week se- quoted
of Dickens.
In
of
him
biography
will
also
a
verdict
$1,100
cured
against
ed by paint and paper. He
By the way, bow inadequately tbi* use
hie
buildings court at Portland.
hsve the outside of
of "like" a* a conjunction la treated in
psinted.
Tbe employee of the Lockwood cotton "Webster's New International DictionMr. and Mrs. Charles H. Bates have mill in Waterville have been notified that
ary." The only example there cited of
Mr. Bates'
returned from Florida.
an Inorease of wages would go into effect such a uae of "like" la a passage credithas
who
Mrs.
Bate*,
mother,
Josephine
While the ezsct per ed to Shakeapeare. The passage, howoo Monday, May 6.
been spending the winter with her sis- cent baa not been
given out the officials ever, is lif the play of "Pericles," of
has
at
South
Paris,
Mrs.
ter,
Mary Ball,
state that It will be a substantial raiae. which only a small part was written by
also arrived home.
The inorease will affect 1,000 employes. Shakespeare, and that small part of it
to
Boston,
has
Rowe
Newle
gone
bim doea not cooPortland muat be a hot old town. The whioh waa written by
where be bas a position on a base ball
tain the passage in question; moreover,
other night tbe motor of the oaah system
team.
stores in aorae editions of Shakespeare'· works,
H. A. Bacon and workmen of Brysnt in ooe of tbe large department
been the word "like" does uot occur in Ibe
Pond sre repairing H. W. Dunham's was found to-be on fire. If it had
at all, "aa" beiog used in its
in tbe daytime when the system was in passage
rent occupied by Frank Ring.
Observer
place.
been
have
of
it
ioterior
significant
toe
H. Farrar is remodeling
operation might
business
done,
of
new
amount
being
as
tbe
to
some
bay
bis house and adding
Itching, torturing skin eruptions, disfigure,

Wwt Paris.
Ο
tbe
ball,
rang· Hall, Tuesday avanMaj
Saturday evening, April 20th,
orchesneighbora nod friend· of Mr. and Mrs. Ing, April 90th. Maalo bj Davis1
Lyman Wheeler were Invited to their tra of Norway.
Misa Lacy Emmons haa resigned her
new home to an informal reoeption. The
exhonae was prettily decorated with ont position la West Paris telephone
in the
flowera. The bride and groom reoeived change, and accepted a poaltloa
Miss Jennie
moat graoioualy, the wedding preeents central office at Bethel.
In the offloefor
were many and very dainty, among tbem Bradbary will supply
were several pleoee of silver wbioh came the present.
Rosooe Toell retarned Wednesday
to the bride as an heirloom. RefreebPortmenta of ice cream and dainty cakes from the Maine General Hospital,
a saooesafnl
were served in obarge of tbe groom's land, where he underwent
the eye. Mr.
■istere, Mrs. Wood, Mrs. Grover and operation for cataract of
to hnow that
M re. Wheeler. Meesrs. John and Clem- Tuell'a friends will be glad
as to be
ent Wood were usbere. Misa Haxel be haa so far reoovered his sight
glasaea to read very
Douglass bad charge of tbe gneet book. able with the aid of
boose and see
Tbe event was a most pleasant one and floe print, also to sit in his
and passtbe congratulations were sincere and minutely the details of teams
hearty, and a cordial welcome waa given ers by on the street
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence B. Stearns were
to tbe bride and groom, not only by
home
their immediate friends, bnt the neigh- given a variety shower at their
a
bors who congratulate themaelves also Wednesday evening. There was good
Bltfcll

mil

Μη. Battle Getchell of DalIm ta villi·
lag bar father and mother, Mr. and Mrs.
3. I. StUlmao, and bar «liter, Mra.
Roll·.
They bare oommenoed work on tba
foundation for tba extension of tba
Rockemeka Grange Hall.
Dlxfield Hlgb Sobool dramatic olub
will present the drama, Bar Haven, on
the 26th, at Pern Orange Hall.

it waa in
waa not working.

but

tbe

night

when

It

Primary petitions for a woman for the
office of register of probate in Somerset

Successors to S. B. & Z. S.

Beetyette Storm Cap*
Misses
For children, in different
wear for Women,
colo^
priced from $1.89 to $3.25.
and Children.

Spring and Summer Under-

I nderwear stocks are splendid·
ly complete, a broad assortment
of every debit able style, weight
and quality. In fact we feel we
can supply all your underwear
wants at moderate prices.

Buttons Made.
We

prepared to make
etyles of buttons,

»Dd

plain flat,

tl*

the half ball and ivon

rim, therefore we are better thaa
Wayne Knit and Gordon ever prepared to meet your button
Women, making demands.
for
Hosiery
Misses and Children.
These stockings for women,
are warranted
satisfaction
entire
your
will replace them with a

misses and children
to wear to
or we
new

They

pair.

are

25c up.

Authoritative, Artistic and
Smart Summer

Designs

Silk Boot Hosiery,
Pair.

are

shown in the sixty-two pages of

The correct

I

The SUMMER

STANDARD
FASHION BOOK

drive one wild. Doan 'β Ointment brings
quick relief and lasting cures. Fifty cents at
any drug store.

The True Test

summer

60c"per
stocking to

with the new low'shoes is
the Silk Boot Hcsiery. They have
lisle tops, high spliced heels,
d >uble sole and toe.
They are
the dressiest stocking and come in
wear

tan and

white,

Twenty cents, including a
FREE pattern at our pattern,

perfectly

different
Priced from

and shown in

shaped,
weights and styles

annoy,

nn

are

cover three

hlack.

New Rain Coats.

Including slip-ons,

cravenettes,

double texture, rubberized and the

Whip Cord

New Waists

Cravenette. The

new
the Socialist ticket, were
counter.
dressier models and
presented to tbe secretary of state, TBIED IN SOUTH PABIS, IT HAS STOOD
materials make these
contains
but acceptance of them was refused.
The Summer
THE TEST.
This is said to be in accordance with a
coats difficult to tell from the
fashlatest
the
decision of the Supreme Court, that
many pages illustrating
ordinary separate coat, so
for
women may not be elected to any exNewest
test is the test of time, ions for summer.
hardest
The
are not
necessary for
ecutive, legislative or judicial office, or and Doan'a Kidney Pills have stood it
also
Dresses,
Gowns,
but make a dressy sepaSuits,
weather,
to any office established by the constiwell in South Paris. Kidney sufferers can
Rain
and Children's
tution.
rate coat for fair weather.
hardly aek for stronger proof than the newest ideas for Misses'
to $12.
from
corCoats
In the somewhat famous Portland
following:
wear.
Mr*. S. F. Harlow, Skilliog* Ave., So.
rupt practices case, the writ of prohibition bas been denied by Chief Justice Pari·, Me., says: "I have used Doan's
ONE PRICE CASH STOBE
W.bitehouee of tbe Supreme Court. This Kidney Pills at different times and I have
means that tbe evidence will be beard by always found them to be a good kidney
Juaticas Cornish and Hanson, appointed remedy. I wa* in poor health some time
by tho court for that purpose. In tbla ago and felt that my kidney* needed a
case
Illegal election practices were tonic. I aent to Charles H. Howard
charged against tbe Democratic mayor Co.'* Drug store for a box of Doan's
and aldermen of tbe city over theaigna- Kidney Pills and after I had taken a few
received relief." (Statement
tures of six prominent Republican clti- dose* I
aents.
given July 25,1008.)

County,

Prince.

improved

rainproof

Quarterly

styles
Negligee,

An attractive showing of waisti
in low and high neck, three-

quarter length sleeves, materia

they are sheer voiles and mucins, prêt·
rainy tily trimmed with val. and line;
;

only

j laces

$2.98

priced

embroideriet

fine

and

priced 98c

to

$5

00.

Z. L. MERCHANT & CO.

MAINE

NOKWAY

On Jnly 10, 1011, Mr*. Harlow was interviewed and ahe «aid: " I am glad to
confirm the statement I gave three year*
ago recommending Doan'* Kidney Pills.
I still use them fre quently, and they
in his life keep my kidneys in a normal condition."
says that he never stole a cent
or neglected bis family, and that be will
For sale by all dealera. Price 50 cents.
asaiat tbe receivera of his company in Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York,
paying one hundred cents on tbe dollar sole agents for the United States.
if they will "extend tbe right hand of
Remember the name—Doan's—and

fellowship."
An investigation

Augusta la being made. Turner
I have some more camp lots for
Togus veteran. It is suspected
that be was poisoned. Henry Gazette, a sale on the east and west sides of
Spanish war veteran, is held aaa witness.
For further particu·
While investigating the premises at Shagg Pond.
which the man died, the officera made lars
of Dermont H. Robbins,
inquire
Our chicken feed contains just the
an intereating discovery in the form of
of
miscellaneous Redding, Maine.
17-20 proper iDgredleote for the welfare of your
about |200 worth
plunder, articles used aa premiums by
chickens. After using our feed you will
PARKER'S
local publishing concerns, which bad
chickens lay better, are
find that

Send in your
business with FREE.

Much surprise waa occasioned in Portland last week when Arthur G. Eaton,
local manager for tbe Prudential Life
Iosuranoe Company, was arrested charged with embezzlement of about $16,000

at

ment in

A

Ν

Y

a

HAIR BALSAM

been atolen from them.

your

healthier and will live longer. It will
help their plumage, also, and keep them

C1mbm« and btautiflta tha lute
Promou· a hxnriant growth.
Krrar Vail· to Beatore Oraj
fiai» to It· Youthful Color.
Prevent· hair falllnr.

free from vermin.

Pythian Building Association.

of the company's money. Eaton la a
received a carload
We have
young man, who has been manager for
ANNUAL MEETINQ.
tbe Prudential about four years, and beof Park & Pollard's Poultry Feed,
fore that bad been with other companies.
:
of the
Notice is hereby given that the anHis friends knew that he lived well, but
Mash.
had no suspicion that it was beyond bis nual meeting of the stockholder· of
Tbe irregularities are alleged to Pythian Building Association for the
means.
Scratch Feed.
election of officers for the ensuing year
have extended over some years.
and any other business that may legally
Growing Feed.
Fred Nye of Skowbegan bas a horse come before said
meeting will be held at
Gntless Chick Feed.
named Peter that is considered one of
the South Paris Savings Bank on Monthe mont sagacious animals io town.
Chick Feed.
Intermediate
at
two
o'clock, r. u.
day, May 20th, 1912.
The horse's greatest propensity is to
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
Meal.
Alfalfa
matter
No
door·.
and
unfasten
open
Secretary and Treasurer.
bow secluded a latch or a fastener is on
This was bought on a low market
South Paris, Me., April 30, 1912. 18-20
a door or cover the horse will manage to
and will be sold
release it. Mr. Nye has to keep bim lu
No Cause to Doubt
a stall where he cannot reach the fastenwishes
Mr.
When
doors.
the
of
Nye
Ings
to harness the horse and he is ready for ▲ STATEMENT OP PACTS BACKED BY Λ
the wagon the horse will voluntarily
8TBONG GUARANTEE.
make bis way to the wagon, backing
Maine.
himself Into the shafts.
We guarantee immediate and positive
Brunswick got about the worst scare relief to all sufferers from constipation.
for
of Its existence Friday, when a fire In
every case where our remedy fails to
started by a locomotive spark threaten- do this we will return the money paid
ten years of age, one
One
ed to sweep the village. Help was sum- us for it. That's a frank statement of
or for board.
For
moned from Topsham, Bath, Lewiston facts, and we want
you to substantiate 9.
and Portland, and after a bard fight the them at onr risk.
WALTER WHEELER,
fire was controlled with a loss of $100,000
Rexall Orderlies are eaten just like
South Paris.
The burned buildings include
or more.
candy, are particularly prompt aud agree- 17-20
St. John's Catholic church and parochial able in action,
may be taken at any time,
school, some Maine Central shops, coal day or night; do not cause diarrLcea,
shed·, eight dwelling bouses, and some nausea, griping, excessive looseness, or
other buildings. The Episcopal cburch other undesirable effects.
They have a
and a few other buildings were somevery mild but positive action upon the
Over fifty buildings
what damaged.
with
in contact,
which
come
organs
they
were on fire in the course of the afterapparently acting as a regulative tonic
noon.
upon the relaxed muscular coat of the
A mysterious murder was committed bowel, thus overcoming weakness, and
In Lewiston just before 10 o'clock Wed- aiding to restore the bowels to more vig-

just

following

consisting
Dry

Hundreds of

people right near you are banking with
deposit by mail. We furnish everything to

large

ones.

If it is nearer for you,
Buckfield, Maine.

need «y night. Just outside the door of orous and healthy activity.
Rexall Orderlies are unsurpassable and
the house where he roomed on White
Street, John W. Bibber, 53 years of age, ideal for thruse of children, old folks
We cannot too
waa shot twice by an unknown man, who and delicate persons.
took the victim's watch and money, highly recommend them to all sufferenu

and then went across a vacant lot to
another street and disappeared. Bibber
died a few minutes later without having
Bis assailant was
been able to speak.
seen by the owner of the house, looking
from a window, but not so as to identify
him. The police think that the object
of the murder was not robbery, but tbat
it was deliberately planned. Clues are

from any form of constipation and its
attendant evils. That's why we back
our faith in them with our promiee of
money back if they do not give entire
satisfaction. Three sizes: 12 tablets 10
cent*, 36 tablet· 25 cents and 80 tablet·
50 cent·. Remember, you can obtain
Rexall Remedies in Sonth Paris only at
our store,—The Rexall Store. Chas. H.
Howard Co.

The fertilizer men say tbat Aroostook
County is this year buying from 5 to 15
cent, more fertilizer than ever before.

IfOTICK.

entirely laoking.

Ç»rhe sale for last year

was about 60,000
tons, while this year it will be somewhere between 65,000 and 70,000 tons.
This fertilizer averages from $38 50 to
139 00 a ton, some being several dollars
less, while the best is several dollars

higher

The collections for

than that.

fertiliser

before

were never

as

good

as

Indeed, says the Fort Fairfield
man tbat bas a bill owed to
him by anybody in Aroostook is doing
the county at large and doubtless the
man in particular a great favor to collect
it now.
now.

Review, any

An Old Town correspondent writes to
the Bangor Commercial aa follows:

"Andrew Sooalexis, the Old Town Indian runner, who won second place in
the great Marathon races a few aays ago
against runners who bad far superior
advantages of training and environment,
arrived home Saturday afternoon, proud-

with bim the beautiful cup
tbat be won as second honors. There
was no brass bsnd at the station to meet
him, in faot nobody knew that he was

ly bringing

coming and the word having gone around

tbat be would not be bsck before Mon-

day, nobody looked for bim on Saturday.
He was iooompanled by three girls of
his tribe, who attended the great race
and encouraged him in his endeavor to
do his best, two of them walking np with
him from the station and swinging the
handsome cup by two of Its handles as
they walked, tbat its beauties might be

this

spring; and

the street at the
The cup Is a very handsome
silver and with gold lining."

manifested to all

objeot,

on

dune· Comment.
And after all Is said and done, the In·
vestlgatlon finished, the responsibility
fixed, and we have got over any hysteria
of righteous Indignation tbat we may

have had, it is well to bear in mind this
fact: It the Titanic had orawled through
that Sunday night at a five knot speed.

without accident, and consequently been j
ι few honra late In reaohlng New York,
hundreds of passengers would bave I
grumbled at the delay, and (he pnbllo
would have thought that she was a alow j
There Is said to be an overpiodnotlon 'I
)f Kentucky whiskey. Aocordlrg to the
I
•«ports, however, in some of the Maine
iltlee there is no eerions discrepancy

Mtwaen demand and

supply.

We guarantee

Clothes

them

8OUTH

And the style stays «tyliati:
all wool fabric·, perfectly

shrunk; perfectly tailored:
that's what keeps shape in
Clothes.

Men's

$22.

Spring

Suits up

to

Raincoats

$18.

""

or

or

5000 Rolls New Wall Paper

25c

New

Designs and Best Styles
ever

LOWEST
The

money refunded.

ART

SQUARES

FLOOR

Line of

and

OTHEB

COVERINGS
County. Hatting, Color

fast Fiber Carpets, Linoleums and Oil Cloths.

CHAS. H. HOWARD CO.

Lace Curtains and

Start

*>»»*·

have

PRICES.

Largest

to be found in Oxford

PARIS,

we

shown at the

Powder made

in the window

The

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Ν. Dayton Bolster Co.

ones.

satisfaction

ItoKMYMjtaviAjmysBsvclt

correctly

ME.

PARIS,

HE KNOWS

CASTORIA Nr litem ad CMdfifl.

and be

One Price Clothier.

AT THE PHARMACY OF

SOUTH

are

on cor-

can wear

anywhere

you
dressed.

Copyrijht H*n Schaffacr Be Mw*

higher priced

display

made

rect styles: You

up to

ONE—25c.

Notice the

are

Men's Spring

To introduce them and let you test them for yourself we are,
this
week only, going to let you have TWO FOR THE
for

PRICE OF

cus-

H. B. Foster,

of any 25c Tooth Brush

give

new

Siri, Sciiifliiiii & pian

Rexall Pearl Tooth Powder 25c
them to

The

them.

you were the only
tomer we had.

obtained without perfect candor.

Rexall Pearl Tooth Brush
equal

want you to

we

look at the best clothes
shown. We have made
preparations for your
needs as carefully as if

defective vision who do not suspect it.
In the many cases treated I have found
a surprising number who ascribed their
ills to other derangements of the system.
Call for free examination. If you need
glasses, I will tell you so. My repute*
tion for fair dealing could not have been

TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE

the

I

things have arrived: We
are ready to grive you a

Defective Eyesight
Hundreds of people are troubled with

Ask F. D. FOGG,

Tfrey are

N
Ε

have

boy

METZ "22'

and better than many

MAINE

OU WANT the right kind of Clotlies

S. RICHARDS.

JARVIS M. THAYER.

I

M
A

I
S

Τ
H

Children.

NOTICE.
If you do'nt
The subscriber hereby gives noUoe that he I
been
has
duly appointed administrator of the | KNOW
about the
GEORGE r. MARSHALL late of Paris.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. AU persons having
demands against tbe estate of said deceased
Ms.
South Perls, Me.
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
Immediately.

do

sen»l

Branch Bank

sure

Tbe subscriber hereby give· noUce that he
been duly appointed administrator of the
eatate of
SARAH A. ALLEN late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
AU persons having
bonds a· the law direct*.
demands agalnat tbe estate of said deceased are
dcelred to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
ALTON C. WHEELER.
April 16th, IBM.

April 16th, 1013.

our

PARIS

SOUTH

nae

DAT «lient

with

deposit

Norway,

girl
adoption

we can

Ρ
A

S
Ο

0. B. Callings & Sons,
Home Wanted

CASH,

If you need any

us.

it to you by registered mail. Start now, and give it a trial.
Small accounts are accepted and given the same attention as

accordingly.

time.

COMPANY

PARIS TRUST
IS
ST

Camp Lots for Sale.

:

ο
Μ

τ
R

Ρ
A

take no other.

of the death of Alexander J. Turner of New York In a tenewas

υ

RE-ENDORSEMENT.

Arthur W. Shaw of Freeport, recently
indicted for embezzlement, and brought
back to Boston from California, bas
been released on bail, and says he is
going back to Freeport and atraighten
things out. In a signed statement he

MAINE

35 MARKET SQUARE,

Draperies.

SOUTH PARIS, HE-

'Phone, 19-21.
—

CASTOR IA FirlifMbaaJttUm

Tha KM Yn Him Ahrm tafkt

*·■"*·

^

ϊ y

Λ
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The Oxford Democrat

SOUTH PARIS.
socth paiu· ρυβτ omc*.
7 30 A. U. to 7 >80 T. M.

)fflce Hour·

OBAMD TEUK* EAILWAT.

Commencing Oct 1, Nil,
TRAINS LUVt SOUTH PAJOS
a.m.
i.olng down ; east)-42» a.m.. dally; 9:43
daily except Sunday; 4 36 m., dally.
Going upiweat)-»:4S A.M.. dally, 3:34 P.M.,
dally except Sunday; 8:47 p.m., dally.
CMUMCHXS.
η

Congregational Church, Be*. A. T. Mc
rter, Pastor. Preaching service, 10:4S a.

Klrst

clay School 11 45 a. M.;^i P. 8. C. E. fi.-Oi
'*
Evening service 7 Λ0 P. M.; Church
aver meeting Wednesday evening at 7 30 p. M.
All, not otherwise connected, are cordially In
■>

P

Mother·' Day will b obsertad «I Um
Methodlat ohoroh M»y 12th.
Mr·. Chue of Sabattue is the goeet ol
her parent·, Mr. and Mr·. Maxwell.
Mi··

Haskin of

Nova Scotia

J·

thi

guest of her eieter, Mr·. Κ 1. Spofford.
Mre. B. A. Evan· of Romford baa been
visiting relative· here for the part week,
A

U being added
Warren French on

second-etory piaxxa

of
Shilling· Avenue.
to

the

houae

Misa Charlotte Glle· apent Saturdaj
and Sunday with her slater, Miss Addii
L. Giles, in Lewiatoo.
Ernest Dudley of Stearna Hill la attending the grammar school and boarding at Chas. Edward·'.

Beatrice Andrews of North Pari· «pent
the latter part of the week with her
aunt, Mrs. Cha·. Edward·.

Mr·. P. E. Hathaway and eon Donald
Kewlev, Pastor,
Methodist Church.
ι» Sunday, morning prayermeetlng 10 Λ0 A. M.;
spent the paet week visiting Mr·. HathaSchool
^abbath
a.
10:45
service
M.;
reaching
way's parente in Waterville.
1·*.; Epworth League Meeting 6 00 P. M.;
-»yer meeting Wednesday evening 7 30; clam
L. S. Sessions is able to resume his
30.
-.-ting Friday venlng 7
place in the choir at the Universalist
Baptist Church, Rev. E. A. Davis, Pastor
Sal.
service
10:4ΛΑ.
M.;
Sunday, preaching
church, and sang there Sunday.
shool 12 M.; Y. P. S. C. E., *>:15 P. M.;
s ver meeting T -ou p. m. ; Wednesday evening
Larger basement windows are being
All are
Seats free.
ayer service 7:30.
put in under the store of the Α. β.
yçy come.
I nlvcroallst Church, Rev Chester Gore Miller, Shurtleff Co. in Odd Fellows' Block.
Preaching service every Sunday at
Mrs. Agnes L. Morton was in Portland
45 a. m. Sunday School at 12 M. Y. P. C. U.
most of last week, assisting the family of
at 7 P. m.
her son, Ralph Β Penfold, in moving.
statku μεκτιμο·.
Rev. T. S.

Lodge, So. 94. Regular
etng Tue··lay evening on or before full moot·.
!. <». Ο. Γ -Mount y tea Lodge. regular uieeof each week.— Aurora
1
#, Thursday evenli»
K·. tmpment. rst and .hlrl Monday evenings
f ettk month.
υ of K.—Mount Pleisan Rcbekah Lodge, No.
n eet* second and fourth Fridays or each
ita In odd Fellows' Hall.
ι,. \. R-W. K. Kimball Post. No. 148. meets
and third Saturday evening# of eaci
ilr
Κ

λ Α. M —Pari

ath. in G. A. R. Hall.
Win. K. Kim ball Circle. Ladles of the G. A
meets tlrst and third Saturday evenings of
v' h month. In Gran<l Army Hall.
,,f v.— Joshua L. Chamtierlaln Camp meets
i*,e tlrst Tuesday ulghl alter the full of the

ALMOST A MIRACLE.
One of the most startling change· ever
•«en In soy man, acooraing to W. B.
PABI8 Η. β. 4; BUCKFIELD Β. Β. 3.
Holsclsw, Clarendon. Tex., was effected
The toe went oat of the lake April
l'aria High School In its first real game
year· ago In hi· brother. "He had inch
I of (he leiOD, at the high school ground« 25tb. LMt year it wm the 29th when a dreadful cough," be write·, "that all
[Saturday afternoon defeated Bnckfleld
our family thought he was going Into
F. Smith entertained
High School in a decidedly interesting
consumption, but he began to uae Dr.
game. There waa not a large amount
King'· New Dlsoovery, and wa· comhitting, and the two teama were really home on Bridge 8treet, WMnewUj
j of
pletely cured by ten bottle·. Now he Is
hour
ft
«ooiftl
well matched, bat Buckfleld's errora evening, it «npper and
sound and well and weigh· 218 pound·.
more coatly than those of Paria,
For many year· our family ha· used this
municipal offloer· hive a crew of wonderful remedy for Cough· and Cold·
e eighth inning decided it, when the
on
the
at
work
foreman
Bnckfleld pitcher waa apparently tiring, one man »nd a
with excellent raulta." It's quick, aafe,
and paased three ancceasive batamen on extermination of the brown Uilmoth·. reliable and guaranteed. Prioe 50 cent·
*
so
m
far
No
attention,
balla, two of whom later acored.
and $1.00. Trial bottle free at the Chaa.
Penfold pitched the nine inninga for law, la given to those who negleot
H. Howard Co.
the
street
on
The
move
the
nests.
treM
Paria, and atrnck ont thirteen men.
few
feet
within
a
while
one
are
trimmed
The Buckfield umpire made several
Iowa ha· the beat «yatem of classificadecisions which of coarse went without is left full of nests. Much crlt'oism ls tion in It· state library of any state In
law
of
the
non-enforcement
beard
on
the
no
the country according to the statement·
protest by the players, but were by
in this respect. Many trees will not be of
means acceptable to the crowd.
expert·. Gardiner can take a pride
trimmed for want of a
en""·
in the atatement, aa librarian A. J. Small
PARIS H. 8.
Robert York has moved from Amasa wa·
■.
formerly a Gardiner man.
A β.
κ. Β.Η. r.o. a.
Swift's Into one of C. B. Cummlngs &
*
0
8. Davis, sj
1
—2
!
À
the
Sons' houses and is driving team for
3
1
Merrill, r.f.
PUTS END TO BAD HABIT.

^Mr^and^Mrs^K.

3
4
4
3
3
3
3

0
0
0
1
1
0
ο

0
3
a
1
0
1
2
14
0
4
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0-01
0
0
1

.......27

4

6

H.Sbaw.S-b
Newton, c
L. DavU. l b

Blgelow,

1.1
Β rook ι·, c.f.
Edwards, 2-b
Pen told, p.....

Totale,

27

7

BUCKFIELD H. S.
Α Β.

κ.

3
Reconl, c.l
4
Palmer, l b
4
Hutchinson, c4
Keene. ρ
Dann,3-b................ 4
Walter

Score

4
3
3
8

1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

S2

1

Β.Η. P.O. Α.
0
0
2
0
0
7
2
10
4
0
4
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
0 ,2
1
ο
0
0

^
β

Ε.
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

J) _1 _0 _0
3

24

9

2

by Innings.

1 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 it—Total.
0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 x-4
Bnckfleld H. 8... 1 OlOOOOOl— 3

Hamlin Lodge, K. of P., will work the
Two-base hits, Blgelow, Hu chlncon. First
rank of Knight next Friday evening. A base on bail·, off Penfold 1; off Keene 9. Struck
rehearsal of the rank team is called for out, by Penfol·! 13; by Keene ». Double play·,
Shaw—8. Darin- Stolen ba*es, 8. Davis 2, NewTuesday evening.
ton 2. Walter Record 1, Keene 1, Turner 1.
l.iuOD·
There came to Mr. and Mrs. Harold C. Umpire, Lowell. Scorer, C. Kasson.
Ρ of H.—Parle Grange, meets ilrst and third
Hall.
In
uf
aach
month.
Qiange
-..turday
Anderson's home in Providence, Frid»?·
Bliss College of Lewiston defeated
Second and fourtn Mondays of
I o. G. C
April 26th, a little daughter, Helen Norway High School at Norway, 8 to 5,
t:·. h month.
s
Κ. Ο. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181, Beatrice, weight 9 pounds.
Saturday afternoon.
.··., econd and fourth Wednesday evenings
Mrs. Helen True, who has spent quite
: each month.
Paris High School will play the town
Κ of P.—Hamlin Lodge. No. 31, meets every
a part of the winter with the family of
team next Saturday.
Hall.
at
*
Pythian
evening
iy
Hon. James S. Wright, has returned to
Once More!
M:.s* Mary Abbott has gone to North her home in New Gloucester.
\ewry, where she is teaching school.
Miss Addie L. Edgerly, who has been Onae more the bright spring days have come
With signal tap of patrldge drum.
Mies Edith Maxwell is spending the in Chelsea, Mass., through the winter, And|song of bird, and beee* glad hum.
last
and
rerurned
to
Paris
South
leave
of
on
week,
home
her
at
here,
we··ϋ
With sunny morns, and showery eves,
will remain here for the present.
All o'er the land Dame Nature weaves
.sen^e from her school in Melrose,
A fancy web of growing leaves;
Mass.
Mrs. J. G. Wentworth is here from
And where the brook comes tumbling down
i'ae Seneca Club holds its annual Gorham, N. U., called here by the ill- O'er mossy stones and grasses brown,
noes of ber granddaughter, the infant 8be
gives Its banks a violet crown;
ing with Mrs. Gray this Monday
tv·:.i:u\ to elect officers and do other child of Mr. and Mrs. Ε. B. Curt.·.

Mixed Pickles

J

....

[

[

road one day this
week. The fish waa among the Ice and
injured. It was a racer, 21 inchee long.
It was turned over to Capt. J. Waldo
N
and Mrs. Hiram L. Libby will
celebrate their golden wedding, May let
Deacon W. H. Porter, Norway s oldest
man, will observe his 00th birthday,

MThe

President—Mr». K. F. Smith.
n r .,er
let Vice President-Mrs. F. E. DeCoster
2nd Ylce-PreMdent—Mrs. E. r. uayaen
3rd Vice-President—Clara Louise lia thaw
Secretary—Elsie A. Favor.

a

delightful evening.

one

with

a

capitalisation

ol

«60,000,000.

PROMPTLY* BELIEVED BY.

BLAIR'S PILLS

SAFE. &. EFFECTIVE,50e8ll

y.

DRUGGISTS.
on a5HEMwraT.Biwon.Yii.iiiY.

Treaaurer-Mra. Geo. I. Cummlngs.
Co,e·

Beck, Mrs. R. L. Llbby.

M"·'

I

cummlngs of
Mr
Bemls were In town over Sunday.
Cummlngs has charge of the business |
and
at
Bemls
&
Sons
of C. B. Cummlngs
be and Mrs. Cummlngs are there nearly
ftl
Hunt, Mrs. W. F.
who has been ?lck at her daughter s for
to her home .u
gome time,
B

)

REAL ESTATE

MrsWFldorenceyHall

SALE

FOR

No. 236. WE ARE NOW OFFERING a nice
smooth upland farm of 300 acrcs, in good nearby
locality and within two miles of railway and
S.
mill·; 1-2 mile to school; 45 minutes drive to 40
Pari* 40 acres smooth clean fields In tillage;
acres wood lot; balance pasture and wood. Will
cut 70 tone hay. Large maple orchard with sap

Jone*,.ni,?th?or;,( house,

returned

evaporator, buckets, all complete.
Average yield 170 gallons maple nyrup. 500 cord·
38i00, split elonc
pulp and hard wood. 20Barn
fork.
head, silo,
new

nay
12 foot llnter for
and her daughter® | cellar,
House 11-2 stories, 8 rooms; carriage house,
of Auguste are the guests of her sister, sheds, all connected with barn. No letter oppor$3,10u.00.
tunity to secure a flretclaes farm.
W. A. Gould oil Easy terms.
In
Mechanic Falls will build a cottage near | No. 227. UPLAND FARM OF 123 ACRKS
Paris, Including stock, farming tools and hay,
Glbaon'a Grove tbla seaaon.
viz 4 cows, calves, heifers, mowing machine,
The commencement exerolees ιof the rakes, harrows, cQltlvatore and small tools, 30
>>arn. Dwelling of 9 rooms, bouse
Norway High School will be held at the tons of hay In Kara
G7x38 feet with cellar under
11-2 stories.
Onera House, June 6tb.
entire buildings. 200 apple trees, mostly to BaldMrs. Charles W. Chick has returned wins, average yield 225 barrels. Two wood lots
of 15 acres each, to old growth hard wood and
from the hospital much Improved
growth tpruce. Never falling water to
at
ulldlngs. This farm will carry 20 head and
and all
Spinney, son of B. F. Spinney, present cuts 40 tons of hay; smooth fields
D.
F.
R.
service,
of the firm of B. F. Spinney & Co. of, machine mowing. Telephone
and cream collections. An Ideal all-round farm.
Lynn, was to town tois wees.
M u«t be seen to be appreciated. Price $8,200.00.
Charles H. Porter of Boston purposes
No. 228. A ONE HUNDRED ACRE FARM,
to make a birthday party for his father,
4 miles from the village and situated at Norway
Dea. W. H. Porter, on the 8th of May. Center, near to church, school, neighbors, and
upDea. Porter is the oldest man in Norway, well known apple belt. Consists of 100 acres, and
to apple, small fruit, corn
and on the 8th of May will be 90 years land, adapted
cords
diversified
crops. Also 30,000 ft. pine, 300
old. Hie old friends and neighbors are hard wood and many acres to growing pine.
invited to come and pay their respects to Fine young apple trees just In bearing. DwellBarn
7 room*, ell and sbqis.
him on that occasion. A big birthday ing two stories,
40x50 ft. Best of water. No mistake about this
cake will be cut about 3 p. u.
farm. For $1600.
Oxford Chapter, R. A. M., had expectDennis Pike Real Estate
ed to entertain Bradford Chapter of Auburn at a special meeting Tuesday evenNORWAY, ME.
Tel. 35-3
ing, but being unable to get a special
The
come.
to
was
unable
train Bradford
members of the home chapter turned out
in force, and an even bundled Royal
Arch Masons were recorded as present
FOR
at the
meeting. Six candidates, all
young men from Bethel, received the
R. A. degree. Following the work, a
Qfxch Magneto, Tap Sc Slip Cover, Oil tc Gu Ljmpi.
supper was served in the Masons' ban- Q«o«r»t4l. Horn, Tooli, Tire Reptif Outfit and Pump.
quet hall. This is on the second door
of Maaonic Block, and is the room occu-

|

in]

he?rahuk

A

complete

pied by the Odd Fellows until their ball

A kitchen bas been fitted op
was built.
and other necessary changes made, and
the banquet hall will be a valuable addition to the equipment of the Norway
Masonic bodies.

Quickly

Born.

a

buy

Now is the time

Single
Single

Bettiel.

Died.
In Bethel, April 26, Moses Coburn, aged 76
years.
In South Parts, April 26, Mrs. Annie H. Hodgdon, aged 68 years, 1 months; 96 days.
In Hiram, April 18, Mrs. Julia ■., wife of Lemuel Cotton, aged 72 years.
lu Norway, April 19, James Knox French,

'^Albany·
Brown, wife of Bert Brown.

April 19, Mrs. Minnie (Gale)

In Norway, April 21, Charles E. Higgles, aged
Uvea», 1 month, 14 days.
In West Sumner, April 90, Le Boy Pulsifer,
aged 42 years.
In North Fryeburg, April 16, Byron Irish,
Eliza Abbott,
la Fryeburg Center, April
aged 82 years.
in Kcsar Falls, April 19, Elvira, widow of Israel Bank·, aged 83 year·, 9 days.
in Mexico, April 20, Mrs. Lucy 8. (Allen),
widow of Fernando C. Klchards, aged 70 years.
In Rumford, April 94, Mrs. I va (Hanson),
wife of Everett C. Be**ey, aged 99 years.
In Stuaford, April 24, M elle η A. Virgin, aged

it,

buy

to

Plush Robe.

a

01

For several year» clothing has been

higher

Main

St.,

Norway,

FBOBATK NOTICES.

We

2*5°
3·°°

violet,

purple

and

ox

light

oopy—attsjt:
ALBERT D. PARK,

Kevlster.

a

price

range of

insure you

to

satisfactory

are

returns

$5

to

$22.

carefully

for

your

New

Furnishings

for Men.

F. H. NOYES CO.
NORWAY

(Two Stores)

SOUTH PARIS

Savoy Theatre

Cleanest

Best

Brightest

and

Entertaining

High-class Photoplays and Musical Novelties.
Shows daily at 7-9 o'clock.
Matinee Saturday at 2:30.
Pictures change three times weekly,
FRIDAY
WEDNESDAY
MONDAY

Refined

THE

GET

HABIT

Just Look Over These Brief

Specifications of the "Mitchell"

tan, black and
Price 35c

and dark tan, khaki, blue, gray,
Price 25c

blood.

Price 25c

STRAW WOVEN,

Hose,

in

plain

black

split

foot, Cassimere, Shawknit
Price 25c

MARATHON HOSE, best 15c hose in the market,
in navy blue, black and dark tan.
MIDDLESEX HOSE in black and tan
Price 15c, 2

pair,

3

pairs

for 25c.

pairs

and

for 25c

HOSE, good quality

Clothing

and

31 Market

Furnishings,

Square

Boots and

Sduth Paris

|ook

SHOES THAT WILL WEAR
9

plain toe, same as above only not high
Men's Tan Blucher, plain and cap toe for $3.00.
Men's Tan Blucher, Goodyear Welt for $3.50.
Men's Grain Creedmoor, Bals, and Congress for $2 50.
Men's Grain Bal«M Never Rip for $2.35.
Meh's Tan Bals,

price
please
Bags

can

cut for

siy

$3.50.

always

Ε. N. SWEn SHOE CO.,

Opera House Block,
Telephone 38-a.

Norway, Maine.

Residence

38-3.

if

they

do n't look

pretty good.

Sprocket- $1,150.00

Shoes,

We have a line of Men's Shoes made for service, and we
as
positively there are none better and few good.
Men's inch Tan Blucher, plain toe, soft and eajy for $4.00.

see

30 h. p.- 3 speeds and reverse- Splitdorf Dual Ignition- Full Floating Rear Axle- Wheel Bast, 115 inchesWheels, 32x4- Top, with Cover- 5 Lamps & Gas TankComplete Set of Tools & Jack- Universal Speedometer

at 10c

J. F. PLUMMER,

prices

A true

feel certain

FINE COTTON HOSE, black with white feet

good style,
people.

Sarah H. Waktfleld late of Brownfleld.
deceased: will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Howard Q. Wakefield, the executor therein named.
ADDISON C. H BBBICK, Judge of said Court

we

please

STYLES, QUALITIES, COLORS,

of the above on our floor; come in and
if you buy a car you will be giad you did.

Y/e have
it

one

over-

The rest of the "Mitchell" line has
offer as this model.

just

as

much

to

HOLT BROTHERS. Dixfield. Maine

START RIGHT
with

[lie

a

pair

FITTING

GOOD

of

OXFORDS.

Barry Oxfords for Men, all leathers, $4.00,
$5.00.

In the OxDemocrat, newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, thai they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Paru, on the
The lines mentioned are solid leather throughout and are made on
third Tuesday of May, A. D. 1919, at 9 of the
to
clock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
good fitting lasts. We are selling them over and over again
* Kher
tbey see cause.
We
on all these lines.
trade
a
tremendous
have
We
Harold In Htlller sai Olive W. HU1- the same
l«r of Parle, minors; petition for license to sell
and better goods cannot be made for those (
and convey real estate presented by William L. know they are worth the
Bllller, guardian.
find here all kinds of foot·
that you can
and remember
Adelaide C. Clapp late of.Paris, deceased;
Cases.
and Suit
petition that Charles H. Dudley or some other wear ; also Trunks,
suitable person be appointed as administrator of
the estate of said deceased presented by Carrie
Dther
8. Dudley, a daughter and heir.
three weeks successively
published
a
ford

Money Than for Several

OUB NEW SUITS at

to 7.50

We have TRUSO SILK HOSE, with tie to match,
in ox blood, tan, steel gray and dark blue shades
Price for Hose and Tie $i .00

SILK LISLE in

Spring

New Suit This

SUITS FOE BOYS.

Main·.

light

a

that

to say

money.

daintiest shades, most desirable textures and
latest modes ever exhibited in South Paris.

SILK LISLE HOSE in Satinete,

Buy

anxious to show you because
you with

are

we can

We can show you the most fashionable and
the finest line of Men's Elegant Hose in the

blood

glad

the lowest for several years.

are

and

going higher

season we are

Years.

selected

DONTMISSIT

ox

price

for Your

HOSIERY

SPRING

prices

but this

Because You Will Get Better Values

2·°°

$3·5°

in

You Should

OF

Nickel
Silver
Skimmer
Section

To all person· Interested In either of the eeUtea
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, hel I at Pari·, In and for
the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
April, In the year of oar Lord one thousand
nine hundred and twelve. The following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It U hereby Ordehxd :
That notice thereof b« given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of thla order to be

the

$'·75

Remarkable Sale

a

MAINE.

5/X S TOftQ

Our Prices

selling

Greeen Plush Robe
Green Plush Robe

Black and tan COTTON

AQENT.

am

James N. Favor, Ε&ΖίΚΰ·""

cars

T. M. Davis,

I

Double Green and Black Plush Robe
Double Green and Black Plush Robe
Fancy Plush Double Robes

ANY automobile,

Bey. B.C. WentwortA, SOUTH PARIS.

Mr. Albert E. McAllister and Miss Gertrude E.
Judklns. both of South Farts.
In
April ST. by Rev. J. H. Little. Mr.
Arthur H. Brown of Aoburn and Miss Cor» H.
Scrtbner of West Bethel.
In ilrownQeld, April 14, by Bev. Newton
Clough, Mr. LeeUe Mason and Miss Alta Merri·
field, both of Porter.

Wagon

PLUSH ROBES.

Separator

daughter.
In Brownfield, April 18, to the wife of Boy B.
Walker, twin·, a son and a daughter.
In North Waterford, April 30, to the wife of
John F. Grover, a son.
In Providence, Β. I., April 26, to the wife of
Harold C. Anderson, a daughter.

SYSTEM

higher than

South Paris, Maine.

U. S. Cream

a

In Bethel, April IS, Mr. James Reynolds and
Miss Bessie L. Spinner, both of Newir.
In Yarmouth, April IS, Mr. Lyman Wheeler of
Bethel and Mies Bertha Mae Robinson of Tar-

have ever

You'll find the dualities much

A. W. Walker & Son,

$12,000,000 Guarantee.

Before you

In South Paris, April 16, to the wife of Henry
L. Cum ml rigs, a daughter.
In Norway, April 23, to the wife of Albert Fogg,

Married.

at $1.00.

we

EXAMINE OUR GOODS

Cheaply

Its solid tires eliminate all tire troubles due to punctures
and blowouts. Its wheels are sufficiently hiyh to give ample
clearance, and unlike low wheels, they will not drop into
chuck holes until the body of the car rests upon the roadbed,
but will strike bottom and get traction in time to pull out.
Its engine is air-cooled; no water to freeze and era.!: :!;e water
jackets. It is simple and practically fool-proof. Any man JY
of ordinary intelligence can operate it and keep it in /f
first class running order.

A Low Price Oar
with

and

International Auto

F. B. Fogg,

Manv 111· come from Impure blood. Can't have
pore blood with faulty digestion, lazy liver
and sluggish bowel·. Burdock Blood Bitter·
strengthen· stomach, bowel· and liver, and purifies the blood.

styles

BLUE STORES

You can deliver fmit and produce to your shipping point in
one-third the time and at less cost—regardless of hills or
sand, good roads or bad, day or night, you can go anywhere in an

and kidneys often follow an attack of
The
this wretched disease.
greatest
South Paris,
need then is Electric Bitters, the glorious ionic, blood purider and regulator Agent for Oxford County and Harrison
of stomach, liver and kidneys. Thou- and
Brldgton. Jiy It wtll pay you to
sands have proved that they wonderfully
the sys- see this car.
build
the
up
nerves,
strengthen
tem and restore to health and good
Also Agent for Brush Cars.
spirits after an attack of grippe. If sufDiamond Tires for Sale.
fering, try them. Only 50 cents. Sold

and perfect satisfaction guaranteed by
Chas. H. Howard Co.

and lace trimmed

PERCALE WAISTS, neat patterns, the prettiest colored waists
ihown. Wash and wear well. 59o, 75c and $1.00.

From Orchard to Market

-Sir

GRIPPE, examine the NYBERG 1912
Weak- now on exhibition
lies often in a run down system.
by
ness, nervousness, lack of appetite, enerliver
with
disordered
and
ambition,
gy
AFTER

$1 25.

plain

line of pretty waists in

NORWAY, MAIN

METZ "22"

61 years.

tyueKU

Sfi/LEY

Agency,

495^2

mouth.
In Norway, April 20, by

*

J

Îoung

The

DANGER

medallion front.

1

,,

THE ENGLISH REMEDY

..

THE

γΛΒ£ΠΛ/·<

For The Stomach

CANADIAN unieached hardwood ashea, the
beet fertilizers on earth, car lots bulk, twelve
dollars; sacked, thirteen dollars; sixty cents per
ton delivered.
George Stevens, Peterborough,
18 '12-18 '13
Ontario, Canada.

officers of the Universallst Ladies'
Circle for the ensuing year are:

Mrs*

MARQUISETTE WAIST, peplum style, embroidered
panel, heavy lace insertions. $2.50.
MARQUISETTE PEPLUM WAISTS trimmed with
heavy lace, has square yoke. 92.00.
MARQUISETTE WAIST, lace trimmed, high neck,

friend— Dr. Thomas' Eclectic
toothache, earache, sore throat.
Heals cut», bruise·, scalds. Stops any pain.

Co.

Mr.'

F H.

BATISTE WAISTS with side effect of laco medallion,
12 98.

.îîh,te Breft

paaaing along the lake

yoke with

lace

Cures

,,et®ne£

support

tra, closed

Salads

neck,

Everybody's

Oil.

blood and material necessary for overcoming natural body waste.
Carry a package of Rexali Dyspepsia
Tablets in your vest pocket, or keep
them in your room. Take one after
each heavy meal and prove our assertion
The members of the Independent that indigestion will not bother you.
We know what Rexali Dyspepsia TabOrder of Odd Fellows, both of the
subordinate and Rebekah branches as- lets are and what they will do. We
sembled at Odd Fellows Hall S«uday guarantee them to relieve indigestion
the 28th, and attended the M. E. church and dyspepsia. If they fall we will re*° fund your money. Three sizes: 25 cents,
in the morning where they
the annual anniversary sermon by κβν. 50 oents, and $1.00. Remember, you can
obtain Rexali Remedies only at our store
Β. C. Wentwortb.
John Wood captured a trout while —The Rexali Store. Chas. H. Howard

Asst

L 8. JOHNSON Λ CO., Boston, Mas·*

After a heavy meal, take a couple of Doan's
Regulets, and give your stomsch, liver and bowels the help they will need. Regulets bring easy,
regular passages of the bowels.

low

insertion and rows of tucks in back.

Hundreds of thousand· have been able to testify toits
MM
curative powers in the last xoo years. Great remedy
J9w\
takeninternallyfor Diarrhea,Coughs,Colds, etc.

^

stripe,

MUSLIN WAIST with low neck,
medallion·, hnmburg panels. 12 98.

ANODYNE

Sold Everywhere,

tan and white

or

3.TI MESSALINE WAIST in black and white stripe, round
black aatin collar with jabot. Also in tan and white. 12.50.

JOHNSON'S
*£·

tSe mnd 50c BottUg,

prices right

CHINA SILK WAIST io black and white,
ihort sleeve·, aide fluted frill. 12.50.

Sufferers from Rheumatism

Liniment\

When Your Feet Ach·
Corns. Bunion», Sore or Cslious Spots,
or Tight FlUlng Shoe·, Alien'·
New
BlUtere,
Foot-Bate, the antiseptic powder to be shaken
Sold
into the ahoea, will give Instant relief.
everywhere, 2Sc. Don't accept any tubttitute
For FREE sample address, Allen S. Olmated,
15-18
Le Roy, Ν. Y.
From

correct, the

are

Lame Back, Swellings, Sprains, Lameness—
there is quick relief for you in

M· Fa
Ce
191 Ye
1910*1911

Pills would expel. Try tbem. Let the
of better febling· end "the blues."
Best for stomach, liver and kidneys.
<
25c. Cbas. H. Howard Co.

styles

MESSALINX WAISTS. Ad extensive line of meualines in all colore. Sever»!
model·. Special 12.98.
CHINA SILK WAIST in black or white. Sheer and cool. 12 50.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

MILLINERY AND FANCY GOODS,

The

▲ waist for every occasion.

MRS. L. C. SMILEY,

joy

Gelatine Puddings
Cream Pie Custard Pie
Mince Pie
Lemon Pie
Tarts Doughnuts A seorted cases
Ban a use
Orangée
Apples
Coffee
Tea
Spring Water

|

[

Colli Boiled Hani
Mashed Potatoes

Meat

Hot Rolls

ing.

gastric juices caases indigestion and dyspepsia. Tbev aid the stomach to digest
food and quickly couvert it into rich red

Menu:

Pressed

mid-1

|

"J®**

Rockies.

o

even^

*J,eaT5î?r:

1)}aJ*

The meeting of the Woman's Baptist
number of South Paris people Missionary Society will be Thursday a
And the pled pansles ope their eyes
V'->8 Billie Burke in "The Kun- half past two o'clock with Mr·. W. B. To
*
greet us, with a mill surprise
.·
the Empire, Lewiston, Tues Edwards. A full attendance is desired. That time has come for sunny skies.
iw
••11' »,
goiug by Perkins'special
Repairs are being made on the roof of O, hand-maid of Omnipotence,
train.
the front portico at the court house Sweet Nature! ev'rv mortal sense
find In thee fair recompense
with Doth
The Ι.λ iie-; of the G. A. R. have re- doubtless with a view of doing away
For manv Ills that life doth bring;
reived an invitation to visit A. A. Dwinal the lime-honored dribble of rain from And faith, that's burn of thee, may sing
the roof down over the step·.
The gladsome songs of Heaven's spring.
rps at Mechanic Falls May 2d. A
Alice Elizabeth Maxim.
cial meeting of the Ladies has been
s
J F Plummer ia enlarging the porch
.,:*<! for Tuesday evening. April 30, for at the rear of his house on Pine Street
Ethan Allen Chase Honored.
> η -ν and all the members are asked
by the addition of six feet to the width,
to be present.
and is also building a
Papers have been received by the
K. Morton, of the Paris Manu- across the back of the house, which will Democrat giving a report of the observance of the eightieth birthday of Ethan
be all screened.
f.i
ug Co., who has been traveling
Allen Chase at Corona, Calif., some
r tl.ι- { ant two or three months through
Albert Ames and J. J- Merrill have
A banquet was spread in
>uuth, to California, and up the purchased a piece of the pasture of weeks since.
the big packing bouse at the Chase
l'a. ;ic coast, in the interest of the com· George A.
near Mr. Am^ hou e
Briggs
ranch, and was attended by over two
pany, arrived home last Thursday m >rn
on Hillside Avenue, and are clearing it
hundred of the representative business
Mr. Morton's family, who have of rocks.
ocIf your hear big guns
All the
men of Riverside and vicinity.
he. η in California during the winter,
means.
what
it
know
casionally, you may
speakers paid high tribute to Mr. Chase
: come home a few week· later.
Mr.
Josiah N. Horr has started work on as the first citizen of Riverside.
la accordance with the vote of the his new house on
Penley Street. The Chase Is still as active and energetic as
να at the annual meetipg, the selecthouse will be in bungalow style 26 x M, many men twenty-five years younger,
men have had notices printed warning
with five rooms on the ground fl<»or *nd and bids fair to be a live business man
t>
ycle riders of the penalty for riding chance for two chambers, finished in for many years yet. Mr. Chase was born
of
If the upper part
u the sidewalks.
southern piee, with basement under the and reared in Maine, and is a graduate!
the card doesn't impress itself on your whole house.
His
of Hebron Academy in 1830.
which
lower
the
part will,
die life was spent in New York state,
iid, perhaps
F. C. Briggs, Donald S. Briggs and and he was one of the founders of the
the
that
Finnish
best
the
in
ι-printed
Miss Gibson went the drat of las': 'euiocrat office is able to put in type.
great nurseries at Rochester In this
Donald S. Brigg· will state.
to Carrahassett.
At the age of 60 be went to RiverAdvertised letters and cards iu South have a
Lake
at
the
Rangeley
position
side, where he and bis sons have built
l'aris post office April 20:
tL®
it
after
the
summer
for
House
up a large business in citrus fruit raisMiss Marjorte McAlister (card.)
others expect to remain at I arrabassett
ing. In civic affairs he has been a leadMl-s Edith Harrow* Jordan.
summer.
for
the
Mrs. Sebryna Ktttredge.
er, and has done much for the benefit of I
mener
Mr·, uyrue
tcuru.j
the community, though never himself
The district meeting of Odd
M1*e Alice Ptokhaiii (card.)
of South 1'aris and Norway district, accepting public office.
Mts* Theda Howe (card )
Mrs. Clara Worln (card.)
which was postponed, will be held with
W1III» R. Ladd.
A Former South Paris Boy.
Mt. Mica Lodge on Thursday
Jerry Hasklna.
It is
B. Prank Pratt, editor and publisher of I
ing of this week. May 2d.
Henry Downs.
ejected that Grand Master Jackson of the new New England Vaudeville MagaIn tribute to the late Charles M. H.»>'-«.
Portland, Deputy Grand M^ter FUoders
vice-president and general manager of of Auburn, and Grand Secretary Cutter M ai
up, Sept. 3, 1863, sod of Horatio D.
the Grand Trunk, and president of the
Westbrook will be present at
of
and Lorana Pratt, lie moved to South
Grand Trunk Pacific, every wheel on the
when four years old, and graduated
Paris
meeting.
«ystem was stopped for five minute*
from t be old South Paris academy. He
rvcnvwj uy (Di«uvvq
ueeu
/lewrt nae
Thursday, from 11:30 a. m. to 11:35,
where be
This was during îiere of the death of Mre. Mary A. Brown then moved to Lewiatoo,
eastern standard time.
learned the printing trade in the old
the course of the memorial services for at her home in t'herryvale, Kan., on the
office, where in later years he
him at the
American
Presbyterian l!»th of thie month, at the age of 84 Gazette foreman.
Church in Montréal, of which lie was for years. Mrs. Brown waa the daughter of became
In 18S0 he pablished the Lewiskon
Martin Brett of Paris, and her early life
many years a member ami trustee.
Hornet, followed by the
She married Saturday
was spent in this town.
Emigrants by successive train loads
In 1890 be became city
W. W. Brown, and they at one time ran "Hawkeye".
continue to go over the Grand Trunk,
of the Lewiston Daily Advocate,
the restaurant at the railroad station editor
who
several specials with emigrants
left that paper two tears later to go
here. They left Parie many years ago. and
landed in Portland Laving gone wet>t
into business for himself.
to
Portthe
week.
Bradford
baa
Maxim
during
Krauklin
past
ChapIn 1897 he moved to Boston where he
shipped
ter, Κ. Λ. M., of Auburn, which was to land the frame of a house which he will has been in the printing business since.
have visited Oiford Chapter at Norway build In the I Jeering district for his son, He now runs a large printing establishlast Tuesday evening, was unable to get Harry Ε Maxim. Tbe double tenement ment, 3 Tremont Kow, Boston, over the
a special train, (or the reason that the bouse which l«e built some years since famous Austin Λ Stone's museum.
r<>ad was using all its cars and borrowing iu Portland, one tenement of which HarR. Johnson,
from other roads for the emigrant busi- ry Κ Maxim- has since occupied, was
Formerly of South Paris.
ness.
Most of these emigrants go into sold last fall. Mr. Maxim will go to
488 Ferry Street, Maiden, Mass.
western Canada.
Portland within a day or two to work
which
is
for
on
the bouse, tbe cellar
Resolutions
The Democrat will shortly begin pubof Mountain Grange, No. 164, P. of H.,
lication, as a serial, of Gene Stratton- ready.
Porter'a story, "Freckles." This, as is
There was a large attendance at the ou the death of Bro. C. II. Prince:
doubtless well known, has been one of Odd Fellows' anniversary sermon, which
Whereas, Once again our Heavenly
the "best sellers," still it is to be pre- was given Sunday afternoon at 2:30 at Father has deemed it wise to remove
sumed that many of the Democrat's the Baptist church by the pastor, Rev. from this grange s beloved Brother, and
readers have not read it. Like mauy E. A. Davis. Mr. Davis took two texts, while we bow in sorrow, we realize He
other best sellers, the story has its Prov. 18:24, and Luke 12:4, and his sub- never leaves us comfortless.
Resolved, That by bis death we have
literary faults, but it is nevertheless a ject was, "The best friend and tbe best
It was » powerful ser- lost a true and worthy member, and
story both sweet and clean, and withal friendship."
Freckles, the one-armed mon, and highly appreciated by the I while we cannot belp a feeling of sadentertaining.
There was | ness that we never again shall meet him
guardian of the Limberlost, and student members of the order.
in our grange gatherings, we cherish a
of nature from the vantage ground of special music for tbe service.
the forest, is one of the interesting
hope that we shall at last be united in
The reception given by the junior I the Great
characters of recent fiction.
Beyond.
class of Paris High School to tbe senior
Resolved, That we extend to the
Hall
in
held
was
class
Friday
Orauge
The grand organ demonstration banbereaved family our warmest sympathy
A program of entertainment I in their
quet to be held Tuesday evening, May evening.
affliction, invoking in their bean order
that
and
was
following
giveo,
to
of
a pipe organ
7, aid in the purchase
half that consolation and peace which
The enter- our Father in Heaven alone can
for t! θ Universalist church promises to of a dozen following games.
give.
tax the capacity of the banquet hall. tainment program was as follows:
Resolved, That a copy of these resoluOKCHKSTKA.
Great iuterest is being maniiestod and
be entered on the records of this
tions
Howard Shaw
Piano Solo,
tickets are going fast. Those who put
Krank SUrbtrtl grange and a copy sent to the bereaved
Reading,
< r)
of
to
the
ticket·
Alice Harden family, also a copy sent to the Oxford
evening
purchasing
Soog
Em Newton Democratand Lewiston Journal for
the event may not be able to obtain Drum Solo,
pub("rank -SlarblrU
Rea
ling,
them. The management finds it necesAlice Bartlen lication.
Solo,
S. E. Conant,
OBCHS8TBA.
sary to know well in advauce bow many
1 Committee
are to be present and will provide seats
on
Hkbman Mouse,
Mrs. Annie H. Uodgdon, who with her
that
it
is
Alice M. Hall, ) Resolutions.
accordingly, so
quite poasible
sou bad occupied rooms in the house of
there will be no tickets on sale the night
Hiram Berry on Wheeler Street for the
of the supper. Much interest is being
Resolutions.
tew months, died Thursday mornThe past
manifested in the decorations.
after an illness of some length. Mrs. Bbyant's Pond, Mains, April 6,1912.
ing
of
committee
being
gentlemen
following
Whereas, The Great Master of the
was the widow of John L.
appointed to assist the oommittee of Hodgdon and had lived at East Sumner Universe has called home our respected
ladies: Messrs. Forbes, Stearns, Buck, Uodgdon,
here.
She had been a Brother, Henry Davis, therefore be it
before
Dunham, Thayer, Shnrtleff and Holmes. membercoming
Resolved, That in the death of Brother
East Sumner Baptist
of
tbe
The decorations will be put up Saturday
A Davis, Franklin Grange loses a respected
half a century.
for
church
nearly
afternoon and evening, M »y 4. A card
a
service was held here at 10 o'clock Fri- and faithful member, the community
of information containing particulars of
attended by Rev E. A. Davis, and good oitizen, and his children a kind
day,
and
the banquet
subsequent program tbe remains were taken to East Sumner, and indulgent father.
has iust been issued by the committee
Resolved, That our charter be draped
where the tin*] service was held Saturin charge. These cards are being freely
attended by Rev. F. M. in bis memory, a copy of these resolucirculated and may be had from almost day afternoon,
our records, a copy
Lamb, her pastor, and burial was in tions spread upon
any member of the congregation.
Her sent to the bereaved family, and a copy
Elmwood Cemetery at that place.
sent to the Oxford Democrat for publiA large audience of Odd Fellows and age was 68 years. Mrs. Hodgdon leaves
cation.
Kebekahs and their families assembled one son, Ralph L., wbo is employed by
G. W. Q. Pkbham, ) Committee
in Odd Fellows' Hall Thursday evening, the Paris Manufacturing Co., and will
on
Coba J. Pkbham,
to observe the ninety-third anniversary probably continue here.
) Resolutions.
L. W. Fabnum,
of Odd Fellowship in America. Noble
Church Centennial.
Grand W. R Allen of Mt. Mica Lodge Congregational
Richardson of Canton for
Paris
South
Tbe
Congregational
of
the
other
officers
and
the
presided,
Represenutlve.
voted to observe its centenbaa
church
brief
stations.
The
were
at
their
lodge
October.
Ο. M. Richardson of Canton will be a
service prescribed by the order for the nial some time in the coming
a
comwill be fixed by
candidate for the Republican nomination
occasion was rendered, and there was Tbe exact date
of Rev. A. T. Mc- for representative to the legislature
mittee
consisting
a
in
addition.
The
quite program
lodge
the Dixfield, Peru,
Hartford,
James S. Wright, Cbaa. from
orchestra, reinforced by two or three Whorter, Mrs.
committee of Canton, Sumner and Buokfleld class.
outside players, furnished music. This H.Howard. The general
S. Mr. Richardson is a farmer and ia also
of
James
orchestra was made np as follows: Miss arrangements consists
Nelson G. engaged in other business; a fine speaker;
Grace Dean, D. S. Knapp, Ε. B. Dean, Wright, Alton C. Wheeler,
B. Swett, Miss Anna he is at present Master of Canton Grange
violins; H. T. Thayer piano; Frank £. Elder, Mrs. Annie
and has nerved as a Stats Grange Deputy,
Kimball cornet; Howard Shaw clarionet; Morse, Mrs. Louise J. Briggs.
and is one of the best po.tted members of
P. S. Mason trombone; George H. Soper
Maine
Know
Ueojraphy?" the order in Maine; he is a man of
♦•Do Yon
drumi. Brief remarks appropriate to
If
Allow me to add these geographic upright and sterling character, and
the occasion were made in the course of
were given in nomiuated will serve bis distriot with
the evening by District Deputy George questions to those which
It is believed he will re23:
credit.
W. Haskell, Ket. K. A. Davis, Rev. A. T. tbe Democrat of April
of the farmers
ceive the solid
What is the latitude of Maine?
EnMiller.
and
O.
Rev.
C.
McVVhorter,
the
What is its smallest oonnty in area? and member· of toe Grange, and
tertainment numbers included a vocal
town.
What is its smallest county in popula- best men in the party in every
solo by Mrs. Maurice L. Noyea, violin
solo by Miss Grace Dean, cornet solo by tion?
How many cities are there in tbe state,
IT LOOKS LIKE A CRIME
Lloyd Davis, and the inimitable Dennett
names?
of Lewiston. Mr. Dennett was worked and what are their
to separate a boy from a box of BuckWhich of itscitise has the smallest len's Arnica Salve. His pimples, boils,
welt by the management, and was generous lo response· to recalls.
•cratches, knocks, sprains and bruises
By request
Wytopitlock, whioh ia said demand it, and Its quick relief for burns,
he gave one or two selections which he
of being spelled,
has previously given here, snd also gave to have the distinction
scalds, or outs is bis right. Keep it
more than any other post
a number of new ones.
A serious se- or misapelled,
bandy for bojs, also girls. Heals every·
lection or two was mixed in, bat his pro- office in tbe state?
thing beatable and does it quick. UnQlIBlST
equaled for piles. Only 85 oents at Cbas.
gram waa principally devoted to those
H. Howard Co.'s.
things which produce soreness of the
has
muscles from excessive cachinuation, in
The largest Maine corporation jet
le
It
Maajr CUMna Am Sickly.
which accomplishment be waa as good filed its articles of incorporation.
Mother Gray'* Sweet Powders for Children
as ever.
After the program waa con- the Tennessee Railway, LiKht
Break up Colds la M hour·, relieve Feverishaes·,
cluded loe cream, cake and fancy crack- Co with a capitalisation of f70,000,0W, Headache, Stomach Trouble·, Teething Disorfromlt. der·, aad beetroy Worms. At all druse™*··*0·
ers were served
to all present, and a and tbe state g«ta a fee of «7000
was Sample maHsd Γ BBS.
Address, Alien S. Olashort sociable, with music bj the orches- The largest previous corporation
U-U
stsd. LeBoj, N. Y.
_

CHILDREN'S HATS and BONNETS

never

supper Wednesday evening, Mav
Frank Η.
1st at 6:30 to 7:30 o'clock.
Beck ie chairman of the
HKKE'S AN OFFKK YOU SHOULD NOT
Ing the matter in hand and la aseleted by
OVERLOOK.
H. Cumminga and Eugene F.
Fred
Havden. Mualc during supper by the
Rexali Dyspepsia Tablets remedy stomSunday School orchestra. After supper
Rev. Merrill C. Ward will entertain with ach troubles by aiding nature to supply
stereopticon views of the Canadian the elements the absence of which in the

And in the garden we behold
The purpling fleur-de-lis unfold,
And daffy buds ot shining gold;

P°Wherele

HATS

look bright to one with
"the blues." Ten. to one the trouble Is
a sluggish liver, filling the system with
bilious poison, that Dr. King's New Life
Things

serve a

..

Je,Io*e

^'cant.

M. P. 8tlles has sold bis team to
Frank L. Starblrd.
A L. Sanborn, sometime »n trade at
the Waits store, was in *°*n
The Chapman concert at the Grange
Ball Thursday evening, under management of the senior clas*, Norway High
School, was well attended.
Charles E. Higglns, after » loo«
ness, died at his daughter s, Mrs. Walter
Hutchins', home on Malo Street, Wednesday. He was fifty-five years of age, a
carpenter by trade, a Republican In
politics, and in religion a Unlversalist.
He is
He was born in Gloucester.
survived by three children, via: B0rtha
Adarac, Oakland, Mrs. Gertrude HutchIns, Norway, and Ernest Higglns, In the
regular army. By a second martlagehe
is survived by two children, Zilpha and
Arthur Higglns Funeral Mday, ·« 2
Ward.
p. m., attended by Rev. M. C
Interment In Pine Grove
will
Parish
of
the
Universallst
The men

Cemetery.

—

v.1;:.:··

LADIES' DRESS and TAILORED

We. have always made a specialty of
Waists and in our complete assortment you
can always find the latest of the new Messaline, Marquisettes, Muslins and the new
Peplum Waists are included in our show-

βη'0Γ^"8
toMj

Total#
Mrs C H. Kimball went to the Central
Maine General Hospital at Lewieton the
last of the week for an operation for gall
Parle H. 8
stones.

necessary business.

WAISTS

^Xhe

Κ>ved

Miss Eva E. Walker will leave TuesGerrlsb. s.s
dav for λ visit of some weeks to lier Wilbur Becord, S b
HiKter, Mrs. Percy Kankin, in Leominster, Warren, 1 f
Turner, r.f.
Mass.

αϊ

SPRING MILLINERY

NORWAY.

makee

$2.00, $2.60, $3.00, $3.60.

rhô Patrician for
all leathers,
makes

Ladies, Oxfords and Pumps,
$3.00, $3.60, $4.00.

$1.60, $2.00, $2.60.

W. O. FEOTHINGHAM,
SOUTH PABIS, MAINE.
/

/

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

THE LAND OF
°cts«sss·
POZZLEDOM.

Pianos

I

AND

The Car· ef th· Bath-room.

Even the ideal white tiled bath-room

Organs

«bed· water, exhibit· the
smallest grain of duet to "him who
No. 1717*—Word Makinf.
runs." If the watchful eye of the houseUsing only tbe letters in tie word wife is thoughtlessly removed for a
the
make
following minute or her busy scrubbing brush idle
"enow-storm"
for more than two, spots develop with
words:
startling rapidity Into stains, and the
Impaired by scraping or the like;
beauty of the erstwhile shining room
To, In distinct divisions, place;

Second hand Pianos and Organs
Two square
for sale at a bargain.

A
I will sell at low price.
lot of second hand organs that 1 will
Come in and
sell at any old price.

pianos
see

them.

New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs,
Instruction Books, Playerpianoe always in stock at prices
that

are

right.

W. J.Wheeler,
Billings' Block, South Paris.
WANTED
Cash paid fur live poultry.

hen·

poultry

Young
Coops for shipping

sale.

for

to

let.

GEORGE M ELDER,
South Paris, Maine.

9-21

He will

say τοα hâve a

dinner if you «erre
a piece of flaky-crustad pi·
for dessert.
With William Tell Flour your
of deli·
pastry will be a marvel
cacy—your muffins, rolls and bread

good

tender and wholesome.
It is also an economy—William
Tell Flour goes farthest.
(12)
Order today.

William
Tell Flour
For Sale by N.

Dayton Bolster Co

STANDARD

1.
2.
3.
4.

These four combined, and conjuration you will find.

No. 1719.—Prefix Puzile.

Prefix two letters and change α trial
into to hate, sin into a contrivance, α
blemish into a tyrant, to wait on Into
to be worthy of, α father into a wish,
a portion Into to go away, a fight Into
to pay, principal into lands, part of
the bead iuto to disfigure, to mark by
folding into to moke less, to write into
to resolve into elements, a short letter
into to mark, to puzzle Into to de-

No. 1729.—Divided Cities.

Example: Divide

CO.,

JUUlllUCr
*

£25

A" Kinds for
Building Purposes.

Shingles,
Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.
OUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid Roofing,

I am the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid Hoofing.
other makee, but Paroid ia the beet

There

a

city of Ireland

Into α metal Instrument for summoning and quick.

Answer—Bell, fast—Belfast
All the cities given here are in the

United States:
1. Divide α city Into a
an«l a shallow place Into
2. Divide a city Into
name and a weight.
3. Divide a city Into a

kind of deer
stream.
a masculine

a

foreman and

cleaning powder

2,000 pounds.
4. Divide a city into prohibition and
blood.
5. Divide a city into outspoken and
a military post
6. Divide α city into a βοαβοη and a

Yellow stains may mean that
there is iron in tbe water. They may
If
come from rust in the iron pipes.
they do, oxalic acid in tbe cleaningwater will remove them.
Whiting mixed with alcobo) will keep
the nickel in perfect condition if it is
used frequently.
A hard wood floor requires quite different treatment from the tiled floor.
Whether oiled or varnished, it may be
wiped up with a oloth slightly damp.
Soap and water may be used on linoleum,
but the water should not be bot nor tbe
soap strong, certainly not gritty.
The plumbing in the bath-room requires very careful attention. Frequent
doses of sal-soda and hot water should
be forced down all tbe waste-pipes and
overflows. To clean tbe overflow fill tbe
baxin or tub so full of hot water and salsoda that it will be forced to escape
through tbe overflow.
For tbe closet it is better to use
chloride of lime. When disinfection is
necessary a solution of carbolic, aix
ounces of pure crystals to a gallon of hot
water, is somewhat stronger. Not only
the bowl of tbe closet should be cleaned
each Hay, but tbe trap itaelf with a small
mop on a long, heavy wire handle.
The peppermint test is a safeguard
against uuouepectcd leakages of sewer
gas and may be used without the assistance of a plumber. The joints in tbe
pipes are the danger spots. Temporary
borne mending cau be done with putty.
When closing the bouse for tbe winter
you should not only shut off tbe water,
but have all the traps emptied, stuffing
tbe empty closet trap with paper. After
this has been done put all the stoppers
in baaina and tnbs and paste paper over
the overflow outlets to keep tbe sewer
gas out of tbe bouse.—Harper'a Bazar.
purpose.

tract of ground.
7. Divide a city into angry, a* pronoun aud a male child.
8. Divide u city into novel and a

place

of safety.

No. 1721.—Illustrated Acrostic and Zigzag.

are

L. S. BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.

Forty Years Old

ON THE FIRST DAY OF APKIL, 1912, THIS
BANK HAD BEEN DOING BUSINESS
EXACTLY FORTY YEARS.

Today it is the oldest and strongest National Bank in
Oxford County and whenever you think of opening a bank

account think of

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF NORWAY. MAINE

Where
ation.

depositors' money is the first considergive verbatim the Certificate Extending
received from The Comptroller of the Currency,

safety

of the

Below

we

Each of the nine pictured objects
may be described by a word of the
When writsame number of lettecs.
ten one below the other the clgzag
through the last two eolnmni, beginning with the final letter of the first
word, will spell the name of the leader
of a revolt against the Romans and
the primais the calling he followed.—

••Mary, Mary,

Quite

carefully protected.

depositor

NATIONAL

NORWAY,

BANK

MAINE.

Our Stock Reduction Sale

Ε. N. SWEn SHOE CO.,

Opera House Block,
Telephone 38-1.

Κ ILL TH. COUCH

m

CURB

TH«

LUHCe

Dr* King's
New Discovery
for ess»· jsakl
I

àMiummunumimimn.

38-3.

Slab Wood,

Edgings,
Stove Wood and
Goal

A.W.WALKER&SON,
A

WANTED.
woman or

and have the

4tf

girl

care

Address

to do housework

of two children.

"J"

South Paris.

especial-

Norway, Maine.

Cord Wood,

South Paris, Maine.

planted.
Always keep In your garden basket
(loves, string, trowel, weeder, dibble, a
pair of scissors, a sharp knife and a
package of wooden labels. Endeavor
teach the family to let them
;o
done, or better atill, to aoqulre a basket

Haraond Regan, writing from East
Hlghgate, Vt., says, "I wish to tell you
how Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
sored me of asthma. I had a severe
)ase and tried almost everything. One
tattle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com-

pound relieved me and the seoond bottle >f their own. Too often a woman's tool·
sompletely cured me and I have not bad ι ire but a hair pin and a hat pin.
A. K. Shurtleff Co.,
in attack since."
tout h Paris; S. E. Newell 4 Co., Paris.
To properly dust books, take them by
he half dozen at a time from the shelf,
There are two reasons for being mar- ! told them loosely on a table, their front,
led in a dress suit, yonng man. It's
downward, backs uppermost,
last chance to dges
ashionablo and if s

;et

a

dress suit.

yoar

When a medicine must be given to
oung children it shoold be pleasant to
ake. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is
nade from loaf sugar, and the roots used
a Its preparation give It · flavor similar

used for many years, for the
limbs of the trees are worn perfectly
Last
smooth by tbe perching birds.
summer 1 visited sucb a "roost" and
These were
counted 2i30 vultures.
been

that had gorged themselves the day before and were not
hungry enough to leave home. These
vultures seem to spend u large part of
their time lu or about these "roosts."
Early in the evening they congregate
and in tbe morning rarely leave before
birthday, and he gave It to Sue Belle about 8 o'clock.

probably birds

"hen with a hand at either side of the

, ittle pile, strike them smartly together
Now lay on end, top edge·
^ few timee.
ippermo«t, and repeat the ooncusalon.

J

In tbelr

tbey

habits

general.feeding

are very slmllur to tbe common turkey buzzard. Both birds occupy an
Important place iu the economy of
nature.
Tbey are her scaveugers, and
by their constant search And every
dead aulmal or bird and duvour It before It has had time to become offenIn summer small animals and
sive.
birds are burled by beetles, or consumed by tbe maggots of our flies, but
large aulmals could not be disposed of

Λ dead
by such small scavengers.
horse or cow will be picked clean in a
single day by these vultures.
Tbe turkey buzzard rarely attacks a
living animal, but the black vulture
will often attack a young lamb or pig
and kill It. Once while in tbe woods
with my gun I was attracted by the
frightened squealing of a sow and dis-

covered that her litter of young pigs
bad been attacked by vultures. I
slipped behind a fallen log to watch
their method of attack. The birds
were stauding in a wide circle around
A bird
tbe sow and her tiny pigs.
would snap at

a

little

pig;

tbe

pig

and the sow Immediately
charged to that side of the circle. The
bird would rise out of the way of tbe
onslaught. Then a bird on the oppo-

squeal

would

again

site side would nip a pig. and
the sow would charge to its aid.

Thus

tbey worried her until she was almost
tired my gun and
eevere pains exhausted, when I
snd
trouble
with
kidoey
ly
On exacross my baok, I read an advertisement tbey arose and disappeared.
of Foley Kidney Pills and the great good amination 1 found half the little pigs
they were doing. I took aome and Id a with their curly tails cut short and
very short time the paio left my back several of them minus ears.
and
and my kidneys became atroog
While these two vultures do a great
healthy again." A. E. Shurtleff Co., amount of
good In picking the bones of
Paris.
Newell
ά
Ε.
S.
Co.,
South
Paria;

Hokue—Why don't you try to get a
job?
Pokus—Employers prefer to hire married mon.

Hokus—Then why don't you get married?
Pokua—A girl won't marry a fellow
unless he has a

job.

Lame shoulder is nearly always due to
rheumatism of the muscles, and quickly
to the free application of Chamerlain'a Liniment. 'For aale by the
Chas. H. Howard Co., South Paris.

"Gwendolen, have you been
ing with a young man?"
•

out driv-

"But hé bad only one arm that be
could une, auntie; he had been vaccinated on the other one."

The "pure food law" is deaigned by
the Government to protect the public
from injurious ingredients in both fooda
and druga. It la beneficial both to the
public and to the oooscientioua manufacturer. Ely'a Cream Balm, a successful remedy for cold in the head, nasal

contagious diseases as hog cholera.
Tbe range of the common turkey buzzard is from the gulf to the British
possessions, and a few birds in migration might Infect vast sections with

1 know from chatting
with the farmers who live near
"roosts" that the moment cholera
within twenty-five or thirty
comes
miles, tbey are sure to become infected
In tbe course of u few weeks' time. The
government, which bas protected these

bog cholera.

birds for years, should now remove
such protection and allow them to be
■bot.
Tbe bird is easily recognized, for tbe
bead Is black Instead of red. as Id the
turkey buzzard, tbe wings shorter and
rounder, while the tall Is short and

semblance.

In cases of rheumatism relief from
pain makes aleep and rest possible. This
may be obtained by applying Chamberlain's Liniment. For sale by the Chaa.
H. Howard Co., South Paris.

flight it canuot soar as
smoothly and gracefully as tbe bussard, but uses Its wings from time to
time.

a

i

thing.

Emile Ε. Fournier, Biddeford, Me.,
saya, "I suffered with a severe attack of
klauej trouble and had pains across my
back. I became very nervous and could
not aleep at night. I took Foley Kidney
Pilla ana in a very abort time my pains
left me and I am well again. I recommend Foley Kidney Pills to all who suffer with kidney trouble." A. E. Sburtleff Co., South Paris; S. E. Newell Λ
Co., Paria.
"I certainly

In

broad.

Whatever Induced her to
espouse the cause?
Kate—She probably thought at her
age a woman ought to espouse some-

The Jaek-o'·Lantern.
Swift fades the tight.
And with its flight
Appears the dusk, the time of night
When goblins stray
And fairies play
Where little feet have romped all day.
Children, beware!
For see! Look there!
▲ goblin fnce. I do declare.
With head en light
And eyes so bright
Be alt· and smllea with all his might
Smiles "How de doT"
Ob. that for you!
He can't take off his hat to you.
With eyes n> bright.
Contented nulle.
H·· sit· and smiles the livelong night.

sincerely Indebted to
winning my case."
"By no means. I represented your

you for

am

Ig GQlIdreq.

"Just so."

FRIDAY, MAY 17,

following

iu verse, while the theater was renamed Malibran.—Argonaut.

Old Egyptian Perfume·.
Priests In Egypt, who were the sole
depositaries of science, knew the secret of aromatic substances and pre-

pared them themselves. Egyptian
perfumes acquired great celebrity, especially those made in Alexandria.
Reserved originally for religious rltei,
IK>rfumes subsequently became of cur-

is

It

primarily

usage.

loved elegance,

A LOW PRICE

for re-

afterward for
The Greeks, who

were

to the use of

dicted

especially
perfumes,

to the Romano, who were not content
to use merely the perfumes of the
orient—aloes, myrrh, Incense and nanl
—but also made perfumes similar to

those of the present day—scents of
lilies, lavender, roses and thyme.
Didn't Have It With Him.

Teacher (disgustedly)—My boy, mj
ooy! Where Is your intuition? BoyI ain't got any. I'm only here a few
days, and I didn't know what I bad
to git.—Louisville Times.

Are You

Happy?

If yon are it is safe to say that you enjoy
good health, as it is impossible to be happy
unless you are well. Noted physicians will
tell you that bad stomachs and torpid livers
the cause of 95 per cent of all diseases.
For the pa*t 42 years SEVEN BARKS has
all
proved to be the unequalled remedy forand
STOMACH, LIVES and KIDNEY troubles,
the greatest tonie and blood purifier known.
It :: akes your digestion what it should be
and keeps your entire system in good conditiuii. Price of SEVEN BASKS is but 50
cents a bottle at all druggists.
Money refueled if not satisfied. Address

ON

—

adand

they taught their secrets and usage

Prop.

South Paris, Maine.

ligious purposes and

personal

and Tender.

Porter Street,

During banquets they were diffused
through the halls and were burut In
profusion. The Israelites during their
of
sojourn In Egypt adopted the use

aromatic substances

STATE OF MAINE.

Delicious, Crisp

E. P. Crockett,

close

co

—

Carpets

Wool

patterns ami clean

out

up stock.

Chas, F, Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth

Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY.
Indigestion

are

CAUSES

I1IL-

DIZZINESS, NERVOUSNESS,

lOUSNKSS,

SICK

AND

HEADACHES

All work gaarsnteed.

fitted.

LETTUCE

rent use among the wealthy classes.

SLEEPLESSNESS.

OXFORD,

ss.

To the Honorable tbe Justices of lite
Judicial Court next to be holden at Hubford within sn<l for tbe said County ,,f
Oxford on the Second Tuesday of May, bii.
Respectfully libels Maggie B. Carlisle of Humford in said County of Oxford an.I >ute of
Maine and gives this Honorable Court to bt

Informed.
That her maiden name was Magpie B.
That she Is tbe lawfully wedded w'.f.
υΒ.
Allan Carlisle formerly of Rumford aforesaid
and now of parts unknown. That the |.rc*Bt
residence of the said Allan Carlisle Is uoki wn to
your libellant and cannot be ascertain! tbruu<b
the exercise of reasonable diligence.
That she waa lawfully married to the ,»ι·ι
Allan Carllale at Fall River In the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts on the liith day of May, l«,
by the Reverend George E. Allen, a mloltter of
authorized to solemniu
the Gospel duly
manrlsges.

That there have been four children urn 0f
their said Intermarriage, namely:
Mary m.
Carlisle, aged sixteen years. James ν .'ariuie
aged twelve years. Allan J. Carlisle a^ei m
A Ile* M. Carlisle aged eight year·*.
years
Tbat your libellant and ber said husband i.»?f
cohabited as man and wife In vurtou» places
In the State of New York, Bho le Island and la
St. Johns, New Brunswick. That your Lllteiliat
has lived at Rumford In the aforesaid County of
Oxford, since October first, 1910, and that your
libellant and her said husba'.d bave cohabited
as man and wife In said Rumford from January
19th, 1911, to July 30th, 1911.
That your Libellant has always conducted
herself as a faithful, true and affectionate wlft,
but that the said Allan Carlisle has been utility
of cruel ami abusive treatment to your Libellait
liste been guilty of gross snd confirmed habtu of
Intoxication and that the aald Allan Carlisle,
though of sufliclent ability and being able to
labor and provide for her, grossly, wantonly
and cruelly nas refused and neglected and does
still refuse and neglect to provide suitable mais
tenance for her.
Wherefore your Libellant prays tbat a dlvurcc
may be decreed between her and the sal I Allan
Carlisle and that she may have the custody of
her minor children above named.
Dated at Rumford, this thirteenth «lay 0!
April, 1912.
MAGGIE B. CARLISLK.
Subscribed and sworn to Itefore me this tblr
tecnth day of April, A. D.1912.
ARETAS E. STEARNS,
Justice of tbe Pea·*

COUNTV OF

STATE OF MAINE.
OXFORD, 88:

(SEAL.)
Supreme Judicial Court, In Vacation.
April 19, A. D. 1912. >
Upon the Fokeooino Libel, ORDERED,
That the Libelant give notice to the said Allan
Carlisle, Libelee, to apnear before tbe Justice
of oui Supreme Judicial Court, to be ho! ten at
Rumford within and for the County of oxf..r t,
on the second Tuesday of May, A. 1). 1by
publishing an attested copy of said libelant
this order thereon, three weeks successively in
the Oxford Democrat, · newspaper printed In
Parle, In our County of Oxford, the last pulU
cation to be 10 days at least prior to said second
Tuesday of May, 1912, that be may there an I

You know that moat of the ailments
come from an out of order
stomach.
When your food reaches the stomach
IY M AN BROWN. 68 Morriv St.. New Ytrk, N.Y.
it should digest and furnish nutritious
matter to the blood.
If it doesn't digest, but lays heavily on
FOR SALE.
the stomach, it has started to ferment.
Hereford Bull, one year old,
When it ferments it seta loose in the
In our said Court appear and show cause
6 ft.
At my farm on road from stomach poisonous gases which irritate then
If any he have why the prayer of said libelant
the great pneumogastric nerve that should
not be granted.
South Paris to Buckfield.
WM. P. WHITKHOUSK,
leads directly from the brain to the
HENRY W. WHITMAN,
Justice of the Supreme Judicial <
Chief
stomach.
A true copy of lll>el and order of court thereon.
R. F. D. i, Buckfield, Me.
diz
causes
That irritation
heartburn,
Attest: CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
(SEAL.)
ziness, nightaweate, nervousness, and
30, 1913.
A. E. STEARN8, Eti{„
otiier ailments.
lti-li
Attorney for Libit.
MIO NA ia guaranteed to end all
stomach misery, or money back. 50
Γ
1 cents at Chas. II. Howard Co. and drugPROBATE NOTICES.
To all persons Interested In either of the etuid
gists everywhere.
hereinafter name·) :
At a Probate Court, held at Parla, In an<l for
the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday uf
April, In the year of our Lord one thou·*!. I
60 YEARS'
nine hundred ami twelve. The following matter
EXPERIENCE
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It U hereby Okdeku>
That notice thereof be given to all persons !i
tcrented, by causing a copy of thla order to he
published three week» *uocenslvely In the «·*ford Democrat, a newepaper published at So '.th
I'arln, in said County, that they mar appear jis
Probate Court to be held at «aid Pan·, on the
third Tuesday of May, A. D. 1912, at 9 o! it*
don't you own a
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
TRADC MARK·
real
they see cause.
Design·
Ac.
Copyright·
Thomas P. Rich late of Oxford, decea> I,
that
one
will and petition for probate thereof and the
Anyone tending a sketch anil description may
julckly ascertain our opinion free whether an
of John A. Howe as administrator
appointment
?
afford
can
CommnnlcaIs
invention
probnbly patentnhle.
you
with the will annexed presented by John a.
Uon» strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patent#
Howe, son In law.
4ent free. oldest acency for securingpaUnt*.
I'ntenta taken tbroutrli Munn & Co. receive
The Liberty-Brush is economJoseph L·. Parker late of Lovell, d« cease·!:
tptelal notice, without chsraa, luth·
will and petition for probate thereof presetted
ical—the price is low and cost
by Rebecca 11. Parker, the executrix therein
one cent
of operation is
named.
A handsomely Illustrated feekly. I^rseet dr·
a mile
Daniel J. Huasell late of Sumner, decea« :
rulatlon of any «rientinc Journal. Term*, |3 a
will and petition for probate thereof presented
year : four month*, $L Sold by all new«dealers.
Not only does it cost less than
by Lucy C. Russell, the executrix therein nam·: !.

ought

named above

to

Patents

child is

Howard Co., South Paris.

womanhood, keeping them
well by using the True L. F. Atwood
hood and

you are not

—

Scientific American.

——-

the horse—it will enable you

to

earn more

money.

S Co.3eiBro,dwy· New York
MUNN
Branch

time.

same

WANTED.
A reliable
ble of

t

urther

ι

ses, ι a

on

/,

-vpr

*

\

The

LibertyBrush
*350
F. O. R Detroit

The car is simple—anyone can
run it and take care of it.
It is durable—one man covered 10,000 miles during ten
months, with no repairs needed.
Want to get around quickly
and economically—on business
or pleasure ?
Come and try
this

car.

F. B.

FOGG,

AOENT,
SOUTH PARIS, ME.

16-19

for

manent salaried
the right

a

Must
Per-

position

to

man.

application

Address

with

references P. 0. Box 44, South

Paris, Maine.
THE PARK & POLLARD CO.

|%C
'ΪΙϊ&'ΐ

DRY-MASH
MAKES
the*

LAY OIL
bust

GOLDEN EGGS

Talk about your "Goose and the Golden
Eurs." Your hens And The Park & Pc.llardDRYMASH combined lwat them a whole block.
Every one of your l:er will lay "Golden
Ejif you feed them The I'ark & Pollard

Dry-Mash

and Scratch Feed

No side stepping er oxcuwj—they LAY or
BUST, and they don't bust.
Get their Almanac and Ycarljook. and learn
all about the wonderful feed that is told on the

bark
"money
Krfd the

plan."
n:aturinK pullets G P.Ο WING FEED
nnd DRY-MASH mixed, but .·. t soon a.i they
bejjin to lay, give them th.* DRY-MASH
ctr.ivht.
Don't delay, Rrt them started now and
you
will have e«fs all winter. There are no
"just
! aitfood" feeds and you have no time to try
j them tui are too high.
—

Foley Kidney Pills

ill reedy to
ο jour

prem-

results solic-

be able to furnish team.

Carpets.

particulars inquire
Highland Street.

producing

iting
County
large publishing house.

For

C. B.

Plumbing!

With the Best of Plumbing Material. Also

nstall

Gasoline Pumping
for Water Supply.

M. LONQLIY.

Engines I

NORWAY, MAIN·

Sale toy

Cummings & Sons,

Xorwar,

Mo

1WOTICE.
The subscriber hereby give· notice that he
ha* been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of

GRBBNFIRLD II. IIORNE late of DUfleld,

In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds a* the law direct·.
All person* having
demanda against the eatate of «aid dcceaseu
are deelrea to present the same for lettlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make pavment Immediate!".
VIVIAN C. HORNS.
April 16th, 1912.

geesnsiitaistgsRiB

Metz "22"

DURABLE RUGS

A double tenement house with
> table connected.
Lot 95x190. For

about fifty

in Oxford

tor-J

FOR SALE.

man

James Emerson late of Fryeburg, deceased ;
petition for probate thereof présente 1
by Edward C. Walkar, the executor therein
named.
will and

of good appearance and capa-

TONIO IN ACTION
QUICK IN RESULTS
Medicine or Bitters. I find them
money?
taking
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
He—On the oontrary, darling, I'm sure and excellent remedy for worms I
are
children
with which so many
taking the money on account of you.
mented." Mrs. 0. A. Tread well, Na- KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE;
lira. Chae. Jack man, Merrill Street, ples, Maine.
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of tfal
"My little girl used to have worms
Newbury port, Maaa., crédite her recovKIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
at
or
four
three
sick
be
would
days
and
ery to the use of Foley's Honey and Tar
the true BLADDER and all
Compound. She says, "I used to have a time. I began the use ofnot
annoying URINARY
had a
hemorrhages of the lungs and feared I L. F. Medicine and she has
IRREGULARITIES. A positive boon to
waa going to have tuberculosis.
I took ipell since." Mrs. Ida M. Naton, ClinMIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
several bottles of Foley's Honey and Tar ton, Me.
Get a bottle from your dealer for
Compound and to-day I am a well strong
PEOPLE
and for WOMEN.
woman and have not bad a sign of tuber- thirty-five cents, or write us today for
culosis. I always keep Foley's Honey free sample. The "L. F." Medicine
HAVB HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION
and Tar Compound in the house and it Do., Portland, Maine.
B. A. Devli, 627 Washington St., ConaersvilUt
'nd., ii in hia 85th year. Ho writes us: "I here
keeps the whols family free from colds."
a tel/ inffered much from uiy kidneys ead bled·
E.
E.
Sburtleff Co., South Paris; θ.
A,
1er 1 had severe backache· and my kidney ectioo
Newel) à Co., Paris.
res too frequent, catuiiig me to lose much sleep
it night, end in my bladder there was constant
Made from
win. I took Foley Kidney Pills for some time,
'■Which side of this controversy do
ind em now free of ell trouble end eeein able to
te up end around. Foley
you take?"
Kidney Pills heve ■!
illhèrt ftcomminditlon
"Wait till it's over," replied 8enator
WE PAY THE FREIGHT.
i. B. 8HUBTLKrr * CO.,
Sorghum. "It is wiser not to make a seSonth Peris.
WrU* for furihtr particular*.
>. E. NBWBLL A CO
lection until you see which side is to reParts.
MTO.
LEWIS
CO.,
main uppermost."
DepLR, WklpaU, UtM.

Old

Hiram Pulalfer late of Paris, deceased;
will and petition for probate thereof present*d
by franklin P. Pulsifer, the executor thereto
named.

Offlee. «25 V Ht, Washington. D. C.

Twice as much business can
be accomplished with the
Brush as with the horse in the

restless

If yonr
thiu, nervous,
"Our baby cries for Chamberlaln'a
for worms, and if present,
Cougb Remedy," writes Mrs. T. B. Ken- at night, look
drick, Rasaca, Qa. "It Is the best oougb don't delay using the safe and proper
or
remedy on the market for congba, colfls remedy, L. F. Atwood's Medicine
and croup." For sale by the Chas. H. Bitters.
"I have raised seven children to manswear that
me on aocount of my

OCULIST,

with an air of

Complete outfit, which Include·
.iad brought him in £400 In round flginhaler, #1 00. Extra bottlea of HYOircs. hnd saved him from bankruptcy,
MEI 50 cent· at Cbaa. H. Howard Co.
and, to crown his joy, he kissed Mme. and druggists everywhere.
and the third Friday of each
Malibran. This magnanimity to a
month. At Rumford office 2od Friday
received
publicly
poor Venetian was
for of each month. Eye· treated. <;iauei
the
Greenhouse
to
Come
l>y a frantic ovation and crystallzed

I life, Niable jtqefg ter Worm

opponent."

She—And you

Breathe it and crusts will no longer
form in the note; mucua will not lodge

only

dead aniiuoJs. tbey also coat tbe farmer a huge amount of cash each season,
for tbey spread over wide areas such

Partner—That is my brother, madam.
Lady (in oonfosion)—Ah I I beg your
pardon—I had not noticed the re-

become

replied,

automobile

BLACK VTJLTUIl*.

site to us?

has

owe.

Why
guaranteed efficient

Henoe you can

Lady (at fashionable ball)—Do you
know that ugly gentleman sitting oppo-

Fortleigh

ΗΓΟΜΕΙ (pronounce It High-o-me) la
to eod the misery of oatarrb.
Breathe It, destroy the catarrh germ·,
iod βοοο hawking and snuffling will

guaranteed

Liberty-Brush

Mrs. H. W. Woodbury, Bangor, tells
how she was cured through Foley Kidney Pills. "I bad severe pains across
my back and the action of the kidDeys
was irregular and
very painful. I tried
Foley Kidney Pills and after a few doses
the pains left my back, the kidney action
became normal, and I am well and
strong again." A. E. Sburtleff Co.,
South Paris; S. E. Newell & Co., Paris.

So Miss

WHEN TOD

own a

"Your wife will be married twice.
Her second husband will be handsome,
wise and honorable, a man of simple
tastes and refined habits with the manners of a courtier."
"Hang the old cat! She never told me
she had been married before."

suffragette.

HAWKING 1BD SNUFFLING
BBBATHE HTOMBI

MORE

SO

Id the throat; all inflammation will leave
and throat
surprise. the membrane of the nose and fine.
and your head will feel clear
"Oh, the £120 for yesterday's perform·
Breathe it for coagh·, cold· and aore
rnce." "I don't waut your money. throat; lu toothing, healing, antiseptic Home office,
Q48i Congreu Street, PortTake it all away and spend It on your action I· better tun all the stomach
at hie Norway office, overt.
be
will
we'll
there
me
and
and
kiss
land,
Iilklren. You shall
doting remedies in creation,
Did the good fellow be- lan't a particle of opium, cocaine or P. Ridlon'· «tore, Main Street,
? quits."
in It.
!!eve his ears? His two |.erforinances other habit forming drug
Inshe

You

you do the driv-

mentioned on the label.
uae It aafely.

I

Catarrh Gone.

Jan.

"Yes, auntie!"

"H'mpb!"

(Pause.)
"Gwendolen, didn't
ing?"

I
A ttory of Maflbran.
Among the atorle· told by Artfco»
Pougin of Malibran, the great linger,
was
Is one of her stay in Venice. She
the»·
to give six performances at one
of
ter there when Galio, the director
the Teatro Kmeronito, being on the
her to gly·
ere of bankruptcy, begged
two at his theater, promlsing'her £120
She consented, bat when
fur each.
Callo went to take her the second
is
payment he entered, saying, "Here
the sum we agreed en." "Whatsum?"

girth*

Îields

Forrest I.
Hodgdon, Portsmouth,
Ν. H., now keeps Foley'· Honey and Tar
Take old newapapera and dampen Compound on hand all the time. He
hem,
wring dry and twlat them Into lays, MMj baby bad a cold almost all
|1 jng twlat·,
or atlok·, lay away, and
winter, bot toward spring I got Foley's
α maple svrnp, making it pleaaant to
1 rhen dry ose In plaoe of kindling to Boney and Tar Compound and It oured
for
colds,
no
has
ike. It
superior
If used while still damp blm right up. I now keep it In the
■ tart fire.
roup and whooping oough. For sale,
bouse ail the Mme." A. E. Sburtleff Co.,
> long with coal they make a quick, hot
y the Cbaa. H. Howard Co., Sonth
I South Parla; 8. I. Newell ά Co., Paris,
£ re, and save ooal.
aris.

By JAMBS SPBBD.
Unlike the common turkey bussard,
tbe black vulture Is gregarious, hunting In squads of from two to twentyflve In number. They not only bunt In
company, bat tbey fly to certain localities called "roosts" at nightfall.
These "roosts'* show that tbey have

catarrh, hay fever, etc., containing no
injurious drugs, meets fully the requirements of the oew law, and tbat fact is
prominently stated on every package,
it contains none of the injurious drugs
Contrary." which are required by the law to be

"How does your garden grow?" That
is what we will soon be aaking and perCharter as
haps among my failures and successes In
D. C.
my own garden I may be able to find
Home word tbat will help you in your·.
CERTIFICATE EXTENDING CHARTER
Beware of hollyhocks! I put this first
Treasury Department,
because the first thing in the spring and
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency.
the last thing in the fall is the digging
Washington, D. C., April 1, 1012.
St Nicholas.
out of hollyhocks, and three years ago
Whereas by satisfactory evidence presented to tbe under·
there was not one in my garden.
They
signed, it has been made to appear that "The Norway National
1722.—Insertion·.
No.
are charming in their place, but they
Bank" located in the Town of Norway in the County of Oxford
Insert a letter in belief;
will not stay there unless one does not
and State of Maine, bas complied wirb all the provisions of tbe
In fencing 'tie a pass.
allow the flower to go to seed.
Act of Congress to enable National Banking Associations to exInnert λ letter In renown;
Learn to prune your own roses, and in
It darts fiuin lighted gas.
tend their corporate existence and for other purpose*, approved
Gardeners are
fact all your shrubs.
July 12, 1882, as amend*! by the Act approved April 12, 1902.
Insert a letter In a hut;
famous for pruning for shape and not for
Now, therefore, I, Lawrence O. Murray, Comptroller of the
It caus«H but expanse.
flowers.
Currency, do hereby certify that "The Ν >rway National Bank"
Insert a letter in a plant»
Save all privet cuttings, "heel in" in
located in the Town of Norway in thd Couuty of Oxford and
'Tie pleaded In defense.
your own ganJeu, and some day you can
State of Maine is authorized to have succession for the period
point to a-hedge with pride and say,
specified in its amended articles of association : namely, until
Word Puulo.
"I made it myself."
close of busineaa on April 1, 1932.
Prom a number that's odd out off the
Give plenty of space to cosmos. It
lu testimony whereof witness my band and
head.
grows rank and showy in the fall and
Seal of office this first day of April, 1912.
[seal ]
It then will tven be.
will be the last thine; In the garden, exLA WHENCE O. MURRAY,
Its tall. I pray, take next away.
cept hardy chrysanthemums to fall beTour mother then you'll see.
Comptroller of tbe Currency.
fore the frost.
Answer—Seven.
Peonies will be failures from the start,
The business reputation of our Directors and the exif planted in a shady plaoe or not fed
a
of
and
of
officers
with
record
our
forty
ability
perience
well In the early spring.
Koy to Puzzlodom.
When a shrub is to be moved, have
1. war-d; 2.
No. 1708—Curtailings:
years of successful business is Sufficient guarantee that the
the new hole dug large enough not to
3.
(term-any.
count-ry;
interests of every
will be
crowd the roots. After the plant is set
No. 1700—Hlddle: Ten-net.
in place, cover partly with dirt and pack
Bird Puzxle: 1. Kite. 2.
No.
1710.THE
NORWAY
rootM, then water plentifully. Do not
Swan. 3. Wren. 4. Jay. 5. Falcon. 0.
place all the earth around the plant
Haven. 7. Lark. 8. (loose. 0. Duck. until a number of hours, or the next
OF
10. Swallow. 11. Crow.
day. Be sure to keep off the direct
No. 1T11.—Hononyms: Tale, tall; hair, raye of the sun for a few days. A screen
of cloth will do this.
hare; peace, piece; caunon, canon.
Sweet aljrseum borders make a maxiNo. 1712.—Charades: 1. King, fisher,
labor.
If
mum show fur minimum
jtingflaher. 2. Nap, Ο, Ιλοπ. Napoleon.
a beehive in your garden
No. 1713.—Double Beheadings: Savon- posKHiblr, keep
and remember not to destroy toads.
arola. Words: 1. Bi-8eot. 2. Ch-Allce.
Bees and toads are flowers' best friend·.
4: Pi-Over.
5. Ho-Neet.
3 Ad-Verb
Make three planting· or sowing· of
0.
Pr-Owl.
A
8.
Br-And.
7.
Sc-Heam.
ia still io force and we have many splendid bargains in odd Iota
asters, if you wish to prolong the season
of these wonderful flowers. Remember
Re-Lease. 10. Le-Ash.
of Boots and Oxfords for Men and Women.
a bed or border of petunias will flower
No. 1714.—Pictured Word: Sparkle.
Men's Calf Oxfords Walkover, narrow toe, good style, the 14 00 grade for 12 05.
No. 1716.—Parts of the Body: 1. cheerfully for you all aummer.
In early apring, divide large clump· of
The 13 SO grade for #2 65.
4.
3. Soles.
2. Feet.
Drums (ear).
iri· and place at interval· in border or
Tem7.
Muscles. 5. Palms. 6. Chest
Men's Patent Oxfords Fitzu, 13 00 kind for |2 35.
about the garden. When they blossom
ple*. 8 Organs. 9. Nails. 10. Tulip· they will give the effect of the entire
Men's Calf Oxfords Filzu, #3.50 kind for #2.35.
(two lips), iI. Brow. 12. Hare (hair)
garden in bloom, ao showy and effeotive
Men's Calf Oxfords Commodore, narrow toe, 94 00 grade for #1.96.
are the flowers.
Make everybody let the beautiful
Constipation bring· many ailment· in
Men'a Tan Oxfords Walkover and Filzu, 14.00 grade for $2 35.
It· train and is the primary cause of
Van Houttic alone until after its
Odd Lots of Women's Boots, Soroais and Evangeline, 14.00, 13 50 and |3 00 muob sickness. Keep your bowels regu- Spiraea
flowering time. This "fountain of the
lar, madam, and you will t*cap· many of garden1·" beauty is destroyed at onoe, if
grade for $2 35.
the ailments to whioh women are sub- ipring pruning la allowed. The same is
New Century and American Beauty, 12.50 grade for #1 05.
ject. Constipation is a very simple true of the weigela.
Princess Louise, #2.00 grade for #1 55.
Sow nasturtium· among rock· and to
thing, but like many simple things, it
lead to serious consequences. fill In apace·, but be sure the* soil la
Also many other lines which we have not space to mention, at these Mme may
Nature often needs a little assistance good.
•xtremely low prices. Remember these are odd lota and we have not got all aises and when Chamberlain's Tablets are
When cutting flower· it Is beet to take a
and for that reason we are oloaing them out. They are being aold rapidly, better given at the first indication, much dis- jar of water to the garden and plunge
be
avoided.
tress
and
the stems at onoe Into It. Popple· keep
suffering may
come now while the aaeortment ia large.
Sold by the Cbaa. H. Howard Co., South much longer If treated this way.
Paris.
Save all wood ashes as you value the
health of your flowers. Asters
Gabe—It will be tough on Capt. Scott ly need thi· treatment and It will drive
to hang arouad the south pole all sum- iway the destroying beetle.
mer.
A small cold frame or hot bed near the
Steve—Oh, I don't know. He Is an garden will give you "flowers before
a
thing pour neighbor·," ae the seed· get a good
Englishman, and doesn't care
Residence
kbout baseball.
itart ana strong root before being trans-

Washington,

Highly

for your morning tmtb, pilee of
wet towels alternating with pools of
water on the floor, a basin spotted with
drying tootbpowder, a tub with Us ring
still intact, and an atmosphere, heavy
with steam? The least eaob person can
do is to leave it in perfect order for the on hers.
next one; tbe wet towels placed in the
"The next spring all the klnfolks got
receptacles intended for their temporary
a birthday party for old Aunt Salαρ
tbe
disposal, the others neatly folded,
her the vase.
basin and tub washed and wiped, sud lie Splcer, gud we took
the window opened. Any member of After she'd kep' It a good bit she gave
the family who leaves them otherwise, It to Jim's sister Jane for a weddin'
either in the morning or during tbe day, present and afterward Jane gave It
should be sent back to "make good" or to me and Jim when we had our china
made to pay a beavy fine into tbe family
weddin*. I was countin' on givln' It
treasury.
to Jim again on his next birthday, and
It Is the housewife's duty to see that a
flinders.
small bath-brusb, some oloths, and now here It Is smashed to
"I tell you, Miss Ann, It most makes
strong soap are kept In a small closet in
the bath-room for cleaning out tbe basin me cry to think of losing such a useful
and tub and wiping up tbe floor, so that family article-so near Jim's birthday
ber best towels will not be used for that too!"—Youth's Companion.
purpose, and that there la a temporary
receptacle for wet towels so that they
Altitude Loos«η■ Tongues.
will not be put into tbe hamper wet.
"Workmen ou high buildings have
Tbe nickel holders serve that purpose
beautifully.
prejudices that must be respected,"
Opening tbe window is a very essen- said a contractor. "A sedate, well baltial duty, although many never think of anced man never likes a talkative
that detail, especially in tbe winter.
neighbor. Height unhinges some men's
One should no more think of asking
Men who are decidedly unanother to bathe in the air in which a tongues.
at street level lay their
bath baa been taken than in tbe same communicative
That
water. It is heavily laden with impuri- souls bare 300 feet above ground.
ties.
loquacity does not Impair their own
For tbe daily cleaning One needs tbe efficiency.
TUey lay brick or chisel
inevitable scrubbing-brush, with one of stoue Just as skillfully, no matter how
the sand soaps, for the floor if it la tiled. fast they talk, but their chatter gets on
For tbe polished tiiea of the wall and
the nerves of other men whose speech
poroelain of tub and basin tbe rough Is not accelerated by altitude."—Now
smooth
a
muat
be
sand aoap
replaced by
There are York Press.
soap or cleaning powder.
numberless aoap powders on the market
"There is w I adorn in reading ada," so
that serve the purpose without scratching the surface. There la also a special nays C. A. Cuinmings, 236 High Street,
manufactured-for the Portland, Me. "While suffering intensecome

No. 1718.—Charade.
part of tbe body.
bird that's black.
human biped.
place where no track la ever

throne, not heavy into great pleasure,
wall into protection, a coin Into seemly, a small piece into to charge with
debt, renown Into to slander, to smooth
into to humble, a song into to linger, a
stove into to disosder, nothing into to
explain, an abode into to movt off.—
Youth's Companion.

South Paris.

I HtriKûi4

A
A
A
A

keeping

you frequently recoiled before the vision
of the bath-room when your turn bas

seeu.

Send for Catalogue.

BILLINGS

under a cloud.
it ImThe first step toward
maculate must be taken by all the members of the family individually. Haven't

disappears

a

SEWING
MACHINES.

W. J. WHEELER &

duck'· back

To cut th· crass, as with a scythe;
One of a swarthy foreign race.
A weight of many hundred pounds;
Sheep this distemper oft attacks;
A mother's Joy, a father's pride;
Th· coarse and broken part of flax.

light,

Send for catalog.

lose Us abloiog beautv. Let no
proud and trusting soul be deoelfed bj
it· apparent promise of indestructible
cleanliness. That ablolog porcelain, (at
from shedding dirt, m the proverbial
can

Ν 9· 1716b—Riddle.
Look at me and two persons you
And yet you see but one.
And go away, then neither stay.
For I am nobody alone.

Prised ·· a Wonderful
Money taver.
When HIm Ann Pickett dropped In
on her neighbor, Un Splcer, and
found her moping over the fragmente
of a gUt vase Mies Ann sympathized
generously. "It muet hare been rather a costly vase," she said, looking admiringly at the pieces.
"Mo, it only cost six bits," Mrs. Spl"'taln't that 1
cer acknowledged
feel so bad a boat"
"Maybe It was a gift that yon prised
because of associations?"
"Jim
Mrs. Splcer shook her head.
and I bought It over in Tompklnsvllle
I prised It because
a long time ago.
It was such a saving to the family.
The first year we had it I kept It on
the front shelf fOr a general ornament
Then when Jim's birthday came and I
hadn't anything else handy to give I
gave him the vase for his own. Next
Christmas, Instead of paying out (rood
money to buy something new, he gave
It back to me for a-Christmas present
Then I gave it to Jim Junior on his
It Wm

Courra, Oxford DwxMrat, South Puto, M·.

THE BUCK
VULTURE.

A FRIEND OF THE FAMILY.

Κβ>β83Η88ΙΜΙΙΗ·
We Want Reliable

Agents

Local and traveling men, all or part
)f your time. You can earn excel·
ent pay.
ree.

Money weekly.

Write

now

for terms.

Outfit

HOMER N. CHA8E A OO.
AUBURN. MAIN·

1 Mi

Arvllda M. IVhtslsr of Paris,

a

miner;

for commitment to School for »< : '■*
Walter J. Wheeler, father.

Button
inded presented by

Weston Wads worth late of Hiram, te<
ceased ; petition for license to sell and conver
real estate pre-entcd by Everett W. Lord, a■!·

mlnlatrator.

Perley A. Doughty at ale, minors, of
Greenwood; petition tor dcentetoseli and <··>η·
vey real estate presented by Cora A. Doughty,
guardian.
Wallace Ryerson late of Paris, deceased;
petition for license to sell and convey real estate
presented by Esther M. Byereon, administratrix.
Charles Alton

Parker of Milton Plant*·

tljn.a miner; petition for license to sell an·!
convoy real estate presented by James S. Wright,
guardian.
Walter C. Rrown late of Norway, deceased;
!>ctltlon for determination of collateral Inheritance tax presented by H. Walter Brown, heir at
law.

George D. Donghty late of Greenwood,
deceased; petition for an allowance out of per
sonal estate presented by Cora A. Doughty,
widow

Louisa Gauthier late of Buckdeld, <le
cease·!; petition that Frederick B. Oyer be at>
pointed trustee In said estate presented by Zllli
Gauthier, widow and beneficiary.
Fanule A. Small late of Paris, deceaaed;
petition for an allowance out of personal estate
presented by John Small, widower.
Maria B. Mansfield late of Brownfleld, deceased; tiret account presented for allowance by
Augustus H Walker, administrator de bonis
non

cum teatamento annexo.

M. McLaughlin late of DlXtUld,
deceased; Una) account presented for allowance
by George T. Porter, administrator.
Leander S. Swan late of Pari*, deceased;
first and final account presented for allowsn e
by Horace L. Swan, administrator
Walter C. Brown late of Norway, deceased.
final account presented for allowance by Howard
D. Smith, administrator.
Janxea

Frank B. Wltham late of Paris, deceased;
first account presented for allowance by James
S. Wright, administrator.
Urban J. Cairns late of Paris, defeated;
first account preaented for allowance by Ain.on
Ν. Calm·, administrator.
ADDISON E. UEBBICK, Judge of Mid Court
A true copy—attest:
ALBBBT D. PABK, Bolster.
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of tbc
estate of
HELEN S. R0BEBT80N late of Sumner,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law direct·. All peraons having
demanda against the estate of aald deceased are
ilealred to preaent the same for aettlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
April 16th, lui J. ENOCH B. BOBKBTSON

BYRON M. SMALL, Agent.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby give· notice that be
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
EMILY L. EMMONS late of Pari·,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law direct·. All person· having de
minds against the estate of said deceased are
Icalred to preaent the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
DAVID EMMONS.
April 10th, 1911.

NOTICE.

The anbacriber hereby give· notice that be
lias been dnly appointed administrator of the
catate of
S. ELI CUTTING late of Andover,

η the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
sonda as the law directs.
All persons having
iemanda against the estate of said deceased
ire desired to present the same tor i«Ulament,
ind aU Indebted thereto an requested to make
garment Immediately.
ΒI MS LEY L. AKKBS.
April 16th, 1914.

For Sale.

Green gray birch cord wood.

B. M. GREELY,
R. F. D. a, South Parie, Me·

